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Preface 
Clay minerals are well-known as “Materials of thousand uses” from ancient time. Among these 
clay minerals, layered clay minerals are composed of stacked of several hundreds or thousands 
inorganic layers. Some layered clay minerals offer expandable interlayer spaces that accommodate 
organic molecules and ions upon intercalation. At the same time, available surfaces of layered clay 
minerals are drastically increased upon intercalation and the products, intercalation compounds, 
possess alternately stacked clay layers and organic molecule layers. Such structures are never obtained 
by simple mixing of layered clay minerals and organic molecules. Layered clay minerals, moreover, have 
been widely used for industry. Among these layered clay minerals, montmorillonite, a swellable layered 
clay mineral, exhibits high intercalation capability, which contributes intercalation of various guest 
species including alkylammonium ions in the interlayer spaces of montmorillonite, enable its applications 
such as adsorbents and polymer nanocomposites. Thus, the intercalation reactions of montmorillonite 
have been widely investigated for their fundamental sciences and practical applications.   
Kaolinite is also a well-known layered clay mineral, and has been utilized from ancient time for 
ceramics, paper coating and cosmetics. A kaolinite-urea intercalation compound is also well-known as a 
raw material of Chinese pottery since Song era.1 Kaolinite is, however, a non-swellable clay mineral, and 
the number of intercalated organic molecules and salts are limited. Intercalation compounds of kaolinite 
are moreover less stable toward heat and solvent treatments. Thus, practical application of intercalation 
compounds of kaolinite is limited to the above-mentioned kaolinite-urea intercalation compound. By 
contrast, a 1:1-type structure of kaolinite possesses interlayer aluminol surfaces, which largely differ from 
the interlayer surface of montmorillonite. Thus, interlayer grafting of kaolinite with organic molecules 
using intercalation compounds of kaolinite as intermediates has been reported to form the surface-
modified kaolinite derivatives.2 Since organic moiety are covalently bound to interlayer aluminol surfaces 
of kaolinite, the surface-modified kaolinite derivatives exhibit larger stability toward hydrolysis, and one 
dispersed in solvents and heat treatment as compared to those of intercalation compounds of kaolinite. 
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Since no direct interlayer grafting of kaolinite has been reported, on the other hand, intermediates are 
necessary for interlayer grafting of kaolinite. Since interlayer grafting of kaolinite generally requires 
rather higher temperature in liquid, the intermediates with stability toward heat and solvents treatment 
are necessary for interlayer grafting of kaolinite. 
As concerns the stability of covalent bonds which have been formed on inorganic surfaces with 
coupling agents via grafting reactions, phosphorus coupling agents such as an organophosphonic acids 
have contributed to the formation of metal-oxygen-phosphorus (M-O-P) bonds with stability toward 
hydrolysis on metal oxide surfaces.3 Interlayer grafting of layered inorganic solids using phosphorus 
coupling agents has also been successfully achieved.4 Trialkylphosphine oxide, on the other hand, has 
been widely used as a probe molecule for the investigation of solid acidity using the solid-state 31P nuclear 
magnetic resonance with magic angle spinning technique (31P MAS NMR) study.5 In contrast to 
organoammonium salts which have been widely used for the intercalation chemistry of layered inorganic 
solids, meanwhile, organophosphonium salts exhibit higher thermal stability and less solvation than those 
of organoammonium salts.6,7 
Based on these backgrounds as described above, interlayer grafting of kaolinite using 
phosphorus coupling agents can provide surface-modified kaolinite derivatives with stability toward 
hydrolysis and heat treatment that are scarcely shown in the previously reported surface-modified 
kaolinite derivative.2 In order to achieve interlayer grafting of kaolinite using phosphorus coupling agents, 
the unravelling of reactivity of interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite is worth investigating, and 
trialkylphosphine oxide can be expected to elucidation of solid acidity of interlayer aluminol groups of 
kaolinite. Since intermediates are necessary for interlayer grafting of kaolinite, intercalation compounds 
of kaolinite with stabilities with respect to heat treatment and reflux in solvents are required, and 
organophosphonium salts can be candidates as guests of intercalation compounds of kaolinite. This 
thesis therefore describes intercalation and interlayer grafting of kaolinite using organophosphorus 
compounds. 
 This thesis is composed of five chapters as follows.  
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Chapter 1 describes background and purpose of this thesis. First, overview of intercalation and 
interlayer grafting of layered inorganic solids focusing on layered clay minerals with their classification 
are described. Next, overview of interaction between inorganic solid surfaces and organophosphorus 
compounds focusing on trialkylphosphine oxide and phosphorus coupling agents are described.  
Chapter 2 describes the 31P MAS NMR study of interlayer aluminol surfaces of kaolinite probed 
with an interlayer triethylphosphine oxide (TEPO). Kaolinite possesses aluminol groups with uniform 
distribution on the interlayer surfaces. It is moreover well-known that polar molecules form monolayer 
with a certain orientation between the layers of kaolinite. Thus, intercalation of TEPO between the layers 
of kaolinite was demonstrated using a methoxy-modified kaolinite (MeO-Kaol) as an intermediate, to form 
TEPO monolayer between the layers of kaolinite. The presence of solid acidity of the interlayer aluminol 
groups of kaolinite was revealed using interactions between P=O groups of TEPO and interlayer aluminol 
groups of kaolinite and the 31P MAS NMR signals.  
Chapter 3 describes the difference in stability with respect to heat and solvent treatments 
between kaolinite-tetrabutylphosphonium salt and kaolinite-tetrabutylammonium salt intercalation 
compounds (denoted as Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TBABr, respectively). Kaol-TBPBr exhibited higher 
thermal stability than that of Kaol-TBABr. Kaol-TBPBr-Kaol was moreover relatively stable with respect 
to solvents treatment as compared to Kaol-TBABr. 
Chapter 4 describes interlayer grafting of kaolinite with trimethylphosphate (TMP) using 
MeO-Kaol as an intermediate. Interlayer grafting of kaolinite using TMP was achieved via intercalation 
of TMP between the layers of kaolinite. In addition to hydrogen bond formation between P=O groups 
of TMP and interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite upon intercalation of TMP, the replacement of one 
P-O-C bonds in TMP with Al-O-P bonds on interlayer aluminol surfaces of kaolinite occurred upon 
heating. These results demonstrate that TMP bearing P=O groups and P-O-C groups but no POH groups 
is a suitable molecule to achieve intercalation and interlayer grafting of kaolinite. 
Chapter 5 describes conclusion of this thesis. This thesis provides new insights into solid 
acid properties as well as new estimation of acidity of interlayer aluminol surfaces of kaolinite. This 
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thesis also discovers useful intermediates for further reactions such as interlayer grafting of kaolinite, 
which requires rather higher temperature in liquids. This thesis moreover exhibits the method of 
interlayer grafting of kaolinite using phosphorus coupling agents such as phosphoric acid triesters8 
and phosphonic acid diesters.9 These insights indicate that organophosphorus compounds are useful 
molecules for intercalation and interlayer grafting of kaolinite, suggesting formation of variety of the 
surface-modified kaolinite derivatives using phosphorus coupling agents with stability toward hydrolysis, 
heat treatment and dispersing in solvents as well as with various functionalities. Kaolinite is therefore 
the best candidate as a reactive hydroxy-bearing clay material, whose uses are largely different from 
widely available layered clay minerals such as montmorillonite.  
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1-1. Overview of intercalation and interlayer grafting of layered inorganic solids 
Layered inorganic solids are composed of several hundreds or thousands of stacked inorganic 
layers. Some layered inorganic solids offer interlayer spaces that are expandable upon insertion of ions 
and/or molecules. Insertion can be a reversible reaction which maintains the pristine structural features 
of the inorganic layers. This behavior is the most important characteristic of “intercalation” (Figure 1-1). 
Intercalation of ions and/or molecules between the layers of layered inorganic solids forms “intercalation 
compounds” consisting of alternately staked inorganic layers and ions and/or molecules. As for 
molecules, there is a variety of interactions such as hydrogen bonds, acid-base interactions and ion-
dipole interactions, which are dependent on such surface properties as the ionicity and polarity of layered 
inorganic solids. Covalent bond formation, on the other hand, is possible on the surfaces of some layered 
inorganic solids bearing hydroxyl groups through condensation reactions involving interlayer hydroxyl 
groups and molecules. Condensation reactions can proceed after intercalation. This reaction is refereed 
to as “interlayer grafting” (Figure 1-1).  
 
 
 
 
 
Layered inorganic solids can be classified from the viewpoint of interactions occurring upon 
intercalation and interlayer grafting. Layered inorganic solids with a variety of chemical compositions, 
crystal structures, morphologies and surface properties have long been available. Among these, 
naturally-occurring layered clay minerals such as montmorillonite and kaolinite are typical examples with 
extensive uses from ancient time. As for structures, layered clay minerals can be classified into two types. 
Some structures can exhibit intercalation capabilities. Therefore, this section describes intercalation and 
interlayer grafting of layered clay minerals such as montmorillonite and kaolinite. 
 
Figure 1-1. Belief images of intercalation and interlayer grafting. 
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1-1-1. 2:1-type layered clay minerals 
Classification of 2:1-type layered clay minerals 
Many layered inorganic solids are cation-exchangeable layered inorganic solids possessing 
negative layer charges that are compensated by interlayer exchangeable cations in their interlayer space. 
Among these cation-exchangeable layered inorganic solids, one of the most common examples is 2:1-
type layered clay minerals comprising stacked layers, each of which is composed of one M(O,OH)6 
octahedral sheet (M: Al, Mg, Fe, etc.) sandwiched between two SiO4 tetrahedral sheets. The negative 
layer charges of 2:1-type layered clay minerals arise from isomorphous substitution in SiO4 tetrahedral 
sheets and octahedral sheets. Thus, 2:1 type layered clay minerals with no isomorphous substitution such 
as talc (Mg3Si4O10(OH)2) or pyrophyllite (Al2Si4O10(OH)2) in their structure exhibit no cation exchange 
properties, because these are no layer charges on their surfaces.1,2 Isomorphous substitution of elements 
with a lower valance of elements in SiO4 tetrahedral sheets (Si→Al etc.) and in octahedral sheets (Al→
Mg, Mg→Li, etc.) generates negative layered charges on the surfaces of SiO4 tetrahedral sheets (Figure 
1-2).1,2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on talc and pyrophyllite structures with variations in the degree of isomorphous 
substitution in their SiO4 tetrahedral and/or octahedral sheets, each 2:1-type layered clay mineral exhibits 
a different charge/formula unit.2 Charges per formula unit of talc and pyrophyllite are essentially zero.2 
The idealized chemical composition of smectites whose charge per formula is ca. 0.2-0.6 is given as 
(M+x+y ·nH2O)(R3+2-yR2+y)(Si4-xAlx)O10(OH)2 (di-type) or (M+x+y ·nH2O)(R2+3-yR+y)(Si4-xAlx)O10(OH)2 (tri-type) 
Figure 1-2. Isomorphous substitution in SiO4 tetrahedral sheets and octahedral sheets in 2:1-type 
layered clay minerals. 
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(where R3+ and R2+ are divalent and trivalent cations in octahedral sheets such as Al3+ and Mg2+, 
respectively, and M+ is a monovalent interlayer cation: 0.2≦x + y ≦0.6).1,2 The number of interlayer 
cations corresponds to the cation exchange capacity (CEC), which is ca. 70-100 meq per 100 g of clay.1 
The idealized chemical composition of vermiculite, whose charge per formula is ca. 0.6-0.9, is (M+x+y)(Al2-
yMgy)(Si4-xAlx)O10(OH)2 (di-type) or Mg2+(x-y)/2(Mg3-yM3+y)(Si4-xAlx)O10(OH)2 (tri-type)(0.6≦x + y ≦0.9).1,2 The 
CEC of vermiculite is ca. 250 meq per 100 g clay, which is larger than that of smectites.1 The idealized 
chemical composition of micas, especially true micas, whose charge per formula is ca. 0.9-1.0, is 
K+x+y(R3+2-yR2+y)(Si4-xAlx)O10(OH,F)2 (di-type) or K+(x-y)(R2+3-yR+y)(Si4-xAlx)O10(OH,F)2 (tri-type)(0.9≦x + y ≦
1.0).1,2 Cation exchange reactions scarcely occur1, when the amount of interlayer cations (K+) is higher 
than that of smectites and vermiculite. This is because the K+ ions are keyed and interact strongly with 
hexagonal holes in the SiO4 tetrahedral sheets.1  
 
Intercalation behavior of smectites 
As for the chemical compositions of 2:1-type layered clay minerals, there are hydration water 
molecules which coordinate to interlayer cations in smectites. Sodium-type smectites, especially, exhibit 
a significant swelling property upon dispersal into water, because sodium ions are highly hygroscopic 
and are weakly interacted with the SiO4 surfaces as compared to divalent cations. Interaction of 
interlayer exchangeable cations with SiO4 surfaces in smectites is weaker than that in other 2:1-type 
layered clay minerals, meanwhile, because the charges per smectite formula are lower than those of 
other 2:1-type layered clay minerals.1,2 This behavior of smectites is one of the driving forces of 
intercalation.3 Intercalation mechanisms for ions and/or molecules in the interlayer spaces of smectites 
can be classified roughly into two categories.3 One is cation exchange with interlayer exchangeable 
cations.3 The other is coordination of polar molecules to interlayer exchangeable cations via ion-dipole 
interactions and/or hydrogen bond formation of polar molecules such as dimethylsulfoxide, acetone, 
amides and alcohols with oxygen atoms on SiO4 tetrahedral sheets.3 These reactions can proceed by 
solid-liquid, solid-gas and solid-solid reactions.3 There are numerous reports on intercalation of ions 
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and/or molecules in the interlayer spaces of smectites.1,3,4 Among these, intercalation of organic ions via 
cation exchange reactions has been extensively studied. Typical examples of the results are presented 
below.  
 
1-1-2. Intercalation reactions of smectites 
Available smectites 
As for intercalation of ions and/or molecules, three minerals in smectites are mainly available: 
montmorillonite, saponite and hectorite.1 The characteristics of these three minerals are listed in Table 
1-1.  
 
 
 
 
 
Intercalation of long-chain alkylammonium ions and the use of smectite-long-chain alkylammonium 
ion intercalation compounds as intermediates for intercalation reactions 
Alkylammonium ions are typical organic cations for intercalation reactions of smectites, 
because intercalation of alkyl ammonium ions causes expansion of interlayers where alkyl chains are 
aggregated. The aggregation state of alkyl chains depends on their chain lengths and charge densities, 
which maybe of the lateral monolayer, lateral bilayer, pseudo-trimolecular or paraffin type (Figure 1-3).1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1-1. Examples of smectites.  
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Alkylammonium ions also contribute to generation of hydrophobic interlayer environments of 
smectites. Such hydrophobic interlayer environments enable intercalation of organic molecules via 
hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions.1 Typically, when the amount of alkylammonium ions is larger than 
CEC, additional alkylammonium ions are intercalated as their salts. On the other hand, when alkanols 
(CnH2n+1OH) were intercalated in the interlayer spaces of a montmorillonite-dodecylammonium ion 
intercalation compound, intercalated alkanols formed various aggregation states with dodecylammonium 
ions in the interlayer spaces of montmorillonite; shorter chain alkanols (n<8) and longer chain alkanols 
formed perpendicular monolayers and bilayers, respectively.5  
Differences in the aggregation states of alkyl chains of alkylammonium ions in the interlayer 
spaces of smectite were probed by intercalated pyrene, which is a luminescent probe molecule, to 
investigate the polarity and microviscosity of assemblies.1 In the previous study, pyrene was intercalated 
in the interlayer spaces of three types of smectite-alkylammonium ion intercalation compounds: 
montmorillonite-octadecyltrimethylammonium ion, montmorillonite-dioctadecyldimethylammonium ion 
and saponite-dioctadecyldimethylammonium ion intercalation compounds (denoted as Mont-C183C1N+, 
Mont-2C182C1N+ and Sap-2C182C1),1 where arrangements of alkyl chains were the pseudo-trimolecular, 
and paraffin types, respectively.1 In consideration of the luminescent spectra of intercalated pyrene, 
pyrene molecules were more isolated in the interlayers of Mont-2C182C1N+ than in these of Mont-C183C1N+ 
and Sap-2C182C1.1 At the same time, these results suggested that paraffin-type arrangements of 
Figure 1-3. Aggregation states of alkylchains of intercalated alkylammonium ions between the layers 
of smectites: (a) monolayer, (b) lateral bilayer, (c) pseudo-trimolecular and (d) paraffin type. 
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alkylammonium ions in the interlayer spaces of smectite can accommodate hydrocarbons such as 
pyrene in their interlayer spaces.1 
 
Intercalation of short chain alkylammonium ions and their use as porous solids 
 Quaternary ammonium ions such as tetramethylammonium ions (TMA+) have also been used 
for intercalation reactions in smectites6 in order to form smectite/organic-cation based microporous 
solids, because intercalated quaternary ammonium ions play a role as pillars.6 The sizes and volumes of 
micropores are tunable using the sizes of organic cations and the charge densities of the smectites 
(Figure 1-4).6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interaction of organic cations with adsorbed molecules are also useful in addition to the sizes 
of micropores in smectite/organic-cation based microporous solids.7 As for adsorption of nonionic 
aromatic compounds to the micropores of smectite/organic-cation based microporous solids, charge 
transfer interactions are one of the driving forces. In the previous report, montmorillonite-methylviologen 
dication and saponite-methylviologen dication intercalation compounds (Mont-MV2+ and Sap-MV2+) 
exhibited no adsorption of phenol. By contrast, Mont-MV2+ adsorbed 2,4-dichrolophenol via charge-
transfer interactions, while Sap-MV2+ exhibited no adsorption of 2,4-dichrolophenol.7 Since MV2+ played 
a role as a pillar in these intercalation compounds, the distance between two MV2+ ions in the interlayers 
of Sap-MV2+ was larger than at of Mont-MV2+, resulting in that Sap-MV2+ pore sizes that were larger than 
those of Mont-MV2+. This is because the charge density of saponite is lower than that of montmorillonite.7 
Figure 1-4. Models of tunable micropores of smectite-TMA+ intercalation compounds by negative 
layered charge density of smectite. 
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Differences in use of organophosphonium salts and organoammonium salts for smectite intercalation 
reactions  
An organophosphonium salt (Figure 1-5), an analogue of organoammnouim salt, has been 
developed since the 1970s owing to larger-scale production of tributylphosphine.8.9  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With respect to the difference in organophosphonium salts and organoammonium salts, 
organphosphonium salts exhibit higher thermal stability than organoammonium salts.8,9 In terms of 
hydration behavior, the electronegativity of P atoms is lower than that of N atoms, meanwhile, resulting 
in less hydration of central P atoms in organophosphonium ions than that of central N atoms in 
organoammonium ions.10 Organophosphonium ions have also been used as organic guests for 
intercalation reactions with smectites, based on the fact that smectite-organophosphonium ion and 
smectite-organoammonium ion intercalation compounds can reflect differences in the thermal stability 
and hydration behavior observed for organophosphonium and organoammonium salts.11,12 Some 
examples are presented below. As for thermal stability, a montmorillonite-tetrabutylphosphonium ion 
intercalation compound exhibited higher thermal stability than a montmorillonite-tetrabutylammonium ion 
intercalation compound.11 As concerns hydration behavior, adsorption of benzene, alkylbenzene and 
carbon tetrachloride to intercalation compounds of smectites was studied using a montmorillonite-TMA+ 
intercalation compound (Mont-TMA+) and a montmorillonite-tetramethylphosphonium ion (TBP+) 
Figure 1-5. Structures of (a) organophosphonium salts and (b) organoammonium salts (R1-R4 are 
organic groups and X represents a halide ion). 
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intercalation compound (Mont-TMP+).12 The surface area of Mont-TMA+ was higher than that of Mont-
TMP+. The adsorption capacities of Mont-TMA+ were lower than those of Mont-TPA+ upon adsorption of 
those molecules from water, on the contrary, while the adsorption properties of Mont-TMA+ were higher 
than that of Mon-TPA+ upon their vapor phase adsorption.12 This was interpreted as follows: a lower 
degree of hydration of TMP+ in Mont-TMP+ provided a larger interlayer space for adsorption of these 
molecules, while a higher degree of hydration of TMA+ in Mont-TMA+ resulted in a decrease in the 
interlayer space available for their adsorption.12 
  
1-1-3. 1:1-type layered clay minerals 
Classification of 1:1-type layered clay minerals 
 By contrast to 2:1-type layered clay minerals, 1:1-type layered clay minerals are composed of 
stacked layers, each of which consists of a SiO4 tetrahedral sheet and a metal oxide octahedral sheet; 
the formulas can be expressed as AlO2(OH)4 and MgO2(OH)4 (Figure 1-6).2  
 
 
 
 
 
 
As for isomorphous substitution, there is no isomorphous substitution in SiO4 tetrahedral 
sheets and AlO2(OH)4 or MgO2(OH)4 octahedral sheets, as a result of which the charge/formula units of 
1:1-type layered clay minerals are zero. At the same time, neither ions nor water molecules are present 
between the layers of most 1:1-type layered clay minerals; halloysite is an exception, however, and 
contains layers expanded by interlayer water molecules.13 AlO2(OH)2 is kaolins, and MgO2(OH)4 is 
serpentines.2 With respect to intercalation reactions, serpentines exhibit no intercalation capabilities.14 
Thus, this section describes the intercalation reaction of kaolins.  
Figure 1-6. Structure of 1:1-type layer. 
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Difference in kaolins from smectites 
Kaolins comprise four kinds minerals in kaolins: kaolinite, dickite, nacrite and halloysite. 
Kaolinite, dickite and nacrite are polytypes.2,14 Kaolinite is the most abundant in nature, while dickite and 
nacrite are rare in nature.14-17 Halloysite, which is also rare in nature, can exhibit tuber morphology due to 
rolling up of 1:1-type aluminosilicate layers. The tuber exterior is SiO4 tetrahedral sheets and the tuber 
interior is AlO2(OH)4 octahedral sheets (Figure 1-7).13 It should be noted that a halloysite-like morphology 
was also obtained upon exfoliation of kaolinite layers.13 
 
 
 
 
 
Some differences have been observed in the intercalation capabilities of kaolinite and 
halloysite.14,18 Thus, this section describes the intercalation reactions of kaolinite. The most important 
difference between the 1:1-type structure and 2:1-type structure is the presence of interlayer surfaces 
bearing hydroxyl groups in the 1:1-type structure.13-17 Interlayer grafting of kaolinite is therefore also 
described.  
 
1-1-4. Intercalation reaction of kaolinite 
Direct intercalation 
 Due to the strong cohesion force provided by dipolar interaction and hydrogen bond formation 
between SiO4 sheets and AlO2(OH)4 octahedral sheets, the interlayer surfaces of kaolinite are less 
accessible than those of smectites. By contrast, kaolinite exhibits intrinsic intercalation behavior. The 
first report on the intercalation capability of kaolinite was direct intercalation of potassium acetate 
between the layers of kaolinite. Direct intercalation has been useful for identification of layered clay 
minerals with a basal spacing of 0.7 nm.13,19 As for other salts, kaolinite also undergoes direct intercalation 
Figure 1-7. Structural model of halloysite having the tuber morphology. 
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of potassium, rubidium, caesium and ammonium salts of short-chain fatty acids (acetates and 
propionates),14,20 but the mechanism is still unclear.14 Discovery of direct intercalation of urea into kaolinite 
was another breakthrough in the intercalation reaction of kaolinite,20 since it could explain the reason 
why porcelains, which were made in the Song era in China using kaolin clay, are not only thin but also 
hard.20 These direct intercalation reactions of kaolinite proceeded upon ageing of kaolinite in saturated 
and/or highly concentrated solutions of these salts or urea.19,20 Mechanical grinding of kaolinite mixed 
with these salts and urea are also useful for preparing these intercalation compounds.20 At the same 
time, mechanical grinding of intercalation compounds of kaolinite provides thinner kaolinite platelets. 
Among these layers, some were partially exfoliated to form rolled up kaolinite layers.20 
 Small neutral polar molecules are also directly intercalated between the layers of kaolinite.14,21 
Such molecules have to break the hydrogen bonds between the layers of kaolinite to became 
intercalated. As for molecules such as urea and formamide, their carbonyl groups accept and their amide 
groups donate protons to form hydrogen bonds.14 As concerns polarity, molecules with high dipole 
moments such as dimethylsurfoxide (DMSO) and N-pyridine oxide were also directly intercalated14, while 
no intercalation of hexamethylphosphoramide (Figure 1-8), whose dipole moment (5.37-4.3) is higher than 
that of DMSO(4.3), between the layers of kaolinite occurred.21  
 
 
 
DMSO and formamide interact with aluminol groups of kaolinite through lone pair electrons on 
a sulfinyl (S=O) group and a carbonyl (C=O) group, respectively, to form hydrogen bonds.14,21 Intercalation 
reactions of these small neutral polar molecules, which are mostly liquid, also proceed upon aging of 
kaolinite in the liquids.21 Notably, as concerns the experimental conditions, polar molecular liquids with 
low water contents exhibited higher intercalation rates as compared to the same polar molecule liquids 
without water.21 This may be because dipole-dipole interactions between polar molecules were 
weakened by water that broke up the aggregation of polar molecules.21  
Figure 1-8. Structure of hrexamehtylphosphoramide 
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Intercalation using intermediates 
Molecules that are not directly intercalated between layers of kaolinite can be intercalated by 
displacement of guest molecules such as DMSO and N-methylformamide (NMF), which were previously 
intercalated (known as the “displacement method”) (Figure 1-9).13-17 The presence of other molecules 
(“entraining agents”), moreover, enable other guest molecules to be intercalated.14 Thus, a kaolinite-
DMSO intercalation compound (Kaol-DMSO) and a kaolinite-NMF intercalation compound (Kaol-NMF) 
are typical intermediates for intercalation reactions of kaolinite.13-17  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 For both molecules intercalated directly and indirectly, the basicity of molecules enhances the 
stability of intercalation compounds of kaolinite.21 A kaolinite-dimethylacetamide (DMA) intercalation 
compound was stable upon exposure to air, while a kaolinite-dimethylformamide (DMF) intercalation 
compound collapsed in the presence of moisture.21 This is because methyl substitution, which exhibited 
an electron-donating inductive effect, increased the basicity of carbonyl oxygen atoms in DMA rather 
than that in DMF, resulting in formation of a relatively strong interaction between the carbonyl oxygen 
atoms in DMA and the interlayer aluminol groups to form a stable intercalation compound.21  
Hydrated kaolinite was also a useful intermediate and was used for intercalation of pyridine, a 
probe molecule for investigation of solid acidity.22 In the IR spectrum of a kaolinite-pyridine intercalation 
compound, the bands attributable to ring-vibration modes of pyridine were shifted to higher 
wavenumbers (from 1601, 1583, 1483 and 1440 cm-1 to 1612, 1593, 1487 and 1442 cm-1, for vibration modes 
of 8a, 8b, 19a and 19b, respectively).23 The value of 8a corresponded to pyridine coordinated to Lewis 
Figure 1-9. Intercalation by the displacement method. 
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acid sites (around 1610 cm-1)25 and the value of 19a was due to coordination of pyridine to both Brønsted 
and Lewis acid sites (ca. 1490 cm-1)22, while the values of 8b and 19b corresponded to hydrogen-bounded 
pyridine (1580-1600 cm-1 for 8b and 1440-1447 cm-1 for 19b).24 Thus, pyridine adsorption combined with IR 
could not be employed for analysis of acid sites of kaolinite. 
 
Orientations of intercalated molecules in the intrinsic asymmetrical interlayer environment of kaolinite 
The asymmetrical interlayer environment due to SiO4 tetrahedral and AlO2(OH)4 sheets in 
kaolinite with a 1:1-type structure is largely different from the symmetrical interlayer environment of a 2:1-
type structure of layered clay minerals. Thus, polar molecules form monolayers in an asymmetrical 
interlayer environment of kaolinite (Figure 1-10).21  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Among these molecules, DMSO is the most common; while one methyl group in DMSO is keyed 
into trigonal holes of SiO4 tetrahedral sheets of kaolinite, the other methyl group in DMSO is parallel to 
kaolinite layers, leading to formation of intrinsic conformation of DMSO between the layers of kaolinite 
(Figure 1-10a).21, 31, 32 NH groups in primary and secondary amides are also considered to be keyed into 
trigonal holes of SiO4 tetrahedral sheets.21 Successful intercalation of p-nitoroaniline (pNA) as 
monolayers between the layers of kaolinite led to a second harmonic generation (SHG). It is well-known 
that pNA crystals exhibit no SHG due to their center symmetry.32,33 The asymmetrical interlayer 
environment of kaolinite thus induced a noncentrosymmetric arrangement of monolayer pNA with one 
Figure 1-10. Structural models of the monolayer orientation of polar molecules at asymmetrical 
interlayer environment of kaolinite: (a) kaolinite-DMSO and (b) kaolinite-p-nitoroaniline (pNA) 
intercalation compounds. 
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direction between the layers; nitro and amino groups in pNA were hydrogen bounded to AlO2(OH)4 and 
SiO4 tetrahedral sheets of kaolinite, respectively (Figure 1-10b).32,33   
 
1-1-5. Interlayer grafting of kaolinite 
Interlayer grafting using intermediates 
Interlayer aluminol groups in kaolinite are capable of interlayer grafting via condensation 
reactions occurring between interlayer aluminol groups and organic molecules to form surface-modified 
kaolinite derivatives in which organic groups are covalently bound to interlayer surfaces. Thus, it is 
generally expected that the surface-modified kaolinite derivatives maintain expansion of kaolinite layers 
upon soaking in solvents and thermal treatment; after these treatments, on the contrary, intercalation 
compounds of kaolinite cannot maintain the expansion.13-17 As for preparation of surface-modified 
kaolinite derivatives, there is no direct interlayer grafting of kaolinite. Thus, intermediates such as Kaol-
DMSO and MeO-Kaol are required for interlayer grafting.13-17 Since interlayer grafting of kaolinite as 
described below requires a rather high temperature and the grafting agents are liquids, stability toward 
heat and liquids are required of intermediates used in interlayer grafting of kaolinite.  
 Interlayer grafting of kaolinite with ethylene glycol (EG) using Kaol-DMSO as an intermediate 
was first reported.34,35 Kaolinite was dispersed and refluxed in EG to form kaolinite modified with EG 
whose basal spacing was 0.94 nm (EG/Kaol).35 A kaolinite-EG intercalation compound (EG_int/Kaol), 
whose basal spacing was 1.08 nm, was also prepared by refluxing kaolinite in EG containing a small 
amounts of water.35 As for expansion of the kaolinite layers, the basal spacing of EG/Kaol was smaller 
than that of EG_int/Kaol. The TG curve of EG/Kaol exhibited a mass loss occurring at temperature higher 
than the boiling point of EG, although the TG curve of EG_int/Kaol exhibited a mass loss occurring at 
temperature lower than the boiling point of EG.35 These characteristics show the general difference 
between surface-modified kaolinite derivatives and the intercalation compounds of kaolinite.  
Kaol-DMSO has been widely used as an intermediate for interlayer grafting using alcohols, two 
kinds of alkoxysilanes, aminopropyltriethoxysilane and chloropropyltriethoxysilane, and carboxylic acids, 
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pyridine-2-carboxylic acid and pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid.15-17 Successful interlayer grafting of 
kaolinite using a variety of primary alcohols (CnH2n+1OH; n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10), 2-phenoxy ethanol, 1-phenoxy-
2-propanol, glycol ethers (CnH2n+1OCH2CH2OH; n = 2, 16), di(ethylene glycol ethers 
(CnH2n+1OCH2CH2OCH2CH2OH; n = 1, 4, 6, 8, 10), tri(propylene glycol) butyl ether, tetra(ethylene glycol 
hexadecyl ether) and primary diols (HOCnH2nOH; n = 2, 3, 4, 6), 1,2- and 1,3-butanediols and 2,2-dimethyl-
1,3-propandiol were reported by Lagaly and co-workeds.36 In their study, the surface-modified kaolinite 
derivatives were scarcely collapsed upon washing and/or refluxing with organic solvents and water, 
judging from the presence of the expanded basal spacing based on their XRD patterns.36 Such 
characterization results have also been one of the common characteristics of surface-modified kaolinite 
derivatives. The use of a Kaol-DMSO intermediate frequently led to the presence of DMSO in surface-
modified kaolinite derivatives.37 There have been two studies reporting interlayer grafting of kaolinite 
using organoalkoxysilanes37,38, and the 13C NMR spectra of aminopropyltriethylsilane-modified kaolinite 
showed signals assignable to methyl groups in DMSO.37  
  Successful interlayer grafting of kaolinite using a variety of nitrogen-based ionic liquids 
bearing OH groups have been reported by Detellier and co-workers. (Figure 1-11).16,17 These ionic liquids 
are listed among the recent excellent review.16 Preparation of surface-modified kaolinite derivatives with 
relatively larger basal spacings in the range from 1.40 to 1.79 nm was recently reported using pyridinium 
salts bearing a variety of substitution groups and imidazolium salt39,40 , while the basal spacings of other 
surface-modified kaolinite derivatives were in the range from 0.96 to 1.33 nm.13-17,36 Grafting imidazolium 
salts with larger substitution groups, moreover, generated microporosity in the surface-modified kaolinite 
derivatives.39 
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By contrast, several nitrogen-based ionic liquids, ammonium iodides, whose numbers of carbon 
atoms in the aliphatic side chains were equal to or greater than 4, cannot be employed in interlayer 
grafting.16,17 Interlayer grafting requires two steps: 1) interlayer grafting of alkyldiethanolamine; and 2) 
quaternization of alkyldiethanolamine moieties by iodomethane.16.17 The intercalated ammonium iodides 
are listed in Table 1-2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-11. (a) Pyridinium salts bearing various substitution groups and (b) Imidazolium salt used in 
the previous reports.39,40 
Table 1-2. The intercalated undergo ammonium iodide ionic liquids between the layers of kaolinite 
using Kaol-DMSO as an intermeidiate.16,17 
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1-1-6. Intercalation capabilities of methoxy-modified kaolinite 
Methoxy-modified kaolinite (MeO-Kaol) is an organically-modified kaolinite in which a portion of 
interlayer aluminol groups is replaced by methoxy groups.15,26-28 Water molecules are also present 
between the layers of MeO-Kaol, whose basal spacing is 0.86 nm.26-28 Interactions between the layers of 
kaolinite are weaker than those of pristine kaolinite, resulting in higher intercalation capabilities than 
those of kaolinite.18,26,27 Intercalation of methanol into MeO-Kaol makes it possible to increase the basal 
spacing from 0.86 to 1.11 nm to form a MeO-Kaol-methanol intercalation compound (MeOH/MeO-Kaol). 
26-28 Thus, MeO-Kaol and MeOH/MeO-Kaol have been widely used as intermediates for intercalation 
reactions of kaolinite. Among these intercalation reactions, direct, one-step intercalation of long-chain 
alkylamines, whose carbon numbers were larger than six, was achieved using MeO-Kaol as an 
intermediate.27-28 By contrast, intercalation of alkylamines using kaolinite derivatives modified with glycol 
monoethers, butandiol, pentanol or hexanol required the following three steps: 1) intercalation of 
hexylamine between the layers of organically-modified kaolinites; 2) intercalation of octylamines using 
hexylamine intercalated organically-modified kaolinite as an intermediate; and 3) intercalation of long-
chain alkylamines using octylamine intercalated organically-modified kaolinites as intermediates.29 
Intercalation of alkylammonium salts were also achieved using MeOH/MeO-Kaol as an intermediate.18 
While some alkyltrimethylammonium chlorides (CnTMACl: n = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18)18,30 and bromides 
(CnTMABr: n = 12, 14)18 have been intercalated18,30, these salts required a specific kind of anions and 
appropriatly sized head groups or alkyl chain lengths.18 Thus, hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide and 
the relatively bulk ammonium salts such as tetrabutylammonium chloride and bromide were not 
intercalated.18 Among alkylammonium salts that can be intercalated between the layers of kaolinite, the 
most effective exfoliation of kaolinite layers was achieved upon intercalation of 
hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (C16TAC) to form a halloysite-like tuber morphology.18 Following 
deintercalation of C16TAC upon washing by ethanol (denoted as NS-MeO-Kaol), NS-MeO-Kaol exhibited 
different intercalation capabilities as compared to MeO-Kaol; tetrabutylammonium bromide was 
intercalated between the layers of NS-MeO-Kaol, while it was not intercalated between the layers of 
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MeO-Kaol.18 It should be noted that dehydrated halloysite has also exhibited different intercalation 
behavior from kaolinite; expansion of dehydrated halloysite layers by formamide was achieved within 1 h, 
while that of kaolinite layers by formamide required more than 4 h.14 
MeO-Kaol is a better intermediate for interlayer grafting of kaolinite than Kaol-DMSO.41.42 
Following direct intercalation of alkanediols between the layers of MeO-Kaol, the interlayer grafting of 
kaolinite using alkanediols proceeded, owing to the higher intercalation capability of MeO-Kaol.41 It should 
be noted that preparation of the surface-modified kaolinite derivatives from the intercalation compounds 
of kaolinite was relatively easy as compared to their preparation from Kaol-DMSO. 
 
1-1-7. Reaction between kaolinite and organophosphorus compounds 
In accordance with the successful interlayer grafting of kaolinite described above, interlayer 
grafting of kaolinite using phenylphosphonic acid was attempted; AlO2(OH)4 octahedral sheets of 
kaolinite were decomposed due to the strong acidity of POH groups in phenylphosphonic acid.43 The 
reaction of kaolinite with phosphoric acid triesters resulted in decomposition of kaolinite, meanwhile, 
because hydrolysis of the phosphoric acid triesters was caused by the hydration water of cations 
electrostatically interacted with Si-O- groups at the edges of SiO4 tetrahedral sheets of kaolinite.44  
 
1-1-8. Summary and future perspective  
This section describes intercalation reactions of smectite and intercalation reactions and 
interlayer grafting of kaolinite. Based on the difference between the 2:1-type structure of smectite and 
1:1-type structure of kaolinite, kaolinite has a favorable advantage: interlayer aluminol groups are useful 
for interlayer grafting. In other words, among clay minerals, kaolinite may be the best candidate for using 
the reactivity on their aluminol surfaces, which are not available with smectites such as montmorillonite. 
The reactivity and accessibility of the interlayer aluminol surface of kaolinite and preparation of relatively 
stable intercalation compounds with kaolinite as an intermediate for interlayer grafting and formation of 
a variety of surface-modified kaolinite materials are therefore worth investigating further. 
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1-2.  Organophosphorus compounds 
 Organophosphorus compounds contain phosphorus and carbon in their molecular structures. 
They generally exhibit higher thermal stability than organic compounds. Some of them can interact with 
the surfaces of inorganic solids. This section describes typical examples.  
 
1-2-1.  Overview of trialkylphosphine oxide, a probe molecule for investigation of solid acidity using 
31P MAS NMR 
Advantages of trialkylphosphine oxide 
Use of basic probe molecules is one of the common methods of investigation of solid acid sites. 
Basic probe molecules such as pyridine and its derivatives or NH3 have contributed to elucidation and 
unraveling of the types, locations, concentrations and/or strengths of solid acid sites.22,45,46 Basic probe 
molecules are generally combined with instrumental characterizations: pyridine and its derivatives are 
combined with FT-IR measurement and NH3 is combined with temperature-programmed desorption 
(TPD). As for the drawbacks of pyridine and NH3, they are strong basic probes which scarcely distinguish 
slight differences in the strength of solid acid sites. With respect to NH3-TPD, diffusion of NH3 in 
nanospaces of inorganic solids such as the interlayer spaces of layered inorganic solids47 and pore 
structures of mesoporous and microporous solids22 is restricted, along with the fact that re-adsorption 
of NH3 can occur upon elevating the temperature to the desorption temperature of NH3. As concerns 
the interlayer spaces of inorganic solids probed with NH3, NH3 is scarcely intercalated as a gas phase 
between the inorganic layers.48 
Basic probe molecules combined with NMR studies are also common probes for investigation 
of solid acid sites. Among these probes, pyridine-d5 and/or CH3CN-d3 combined with 1H NMR or 2-13C-
acetone combined with 13C NMR are well-known.22,45,46 Trialkylphoshphine oxides combined with 31P 
nuclear magnetic resonance with magic angle techniques (31P MAS NMR) have been a versatile method 
of investigating the solid acidity of zeolites and metal oxides22,45,46, on the other hand, owing to the 
interaction of phosphoryl (P=O) groups of trialkylphosphine oxides with Brønsted and Lewis acid sites 
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on the surfaces of inorganic solids. 22,45,46 Trialkylphoshine oxides exhibit advantages with their sensitivity 
to the strength of Brønsted acid sites, as compared to trimethylphosphine, another probe molecule used 
for investigation of solid acidity using 31P MAS NMR. 22,45,46 Formation of hydrogen bonds between P=O 
groups of trialkylphosphine oxides and surface hydroxyl groups, which are weak Brønsted acid sites, on 
solid acids is possible. 22,45,46 When the strength of a Brønsted acid site increases with enhanced 
protonation of trialkylphoshine oxides, the 31P MAS NMR signals of trialkylphoshine oxides are largely 
shifted downfield from positions of physisorbed and/or crystalline trialkylphosphine oxides. 22,45,46 The 
general interpretation is as follows: interactions between lone pair electrons on an oxygen atom of the 
P=O group and the acid site (both Brønsted- and Lewis-types) cause deshielding around the phosphorus 
atoms, and downfield shifts of the signals from those of physisorbed and/or crystalline trialkylphoshine 
oxides occur (Figure 1-12). 22,45,46 The isotropic chemical shift range of 31P NMR (430 ppm) is, moreover, 
much larger than those of 1H (20 ppm) and 13C NMR (230 ppm). 22,45,46 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-12. Downfield shift of trialkylphosphine oxides upon coordination to solid acid sites in 31P MAS 
NMR spectrum. 
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Trialkylphosphine oxides and their 31P chemical shifts 
There are four commonly-used trialkylphosphine oxide probes: trimethylphosphoine oxide 
(TMPO), triethylphosphine oxide (TEPO), tripbutylphosphine oxide (TBPO) and trioctylphosphine oxide 
(TOPO). 22,45,46 The 31P chemical shifts of crystalline TMPO, TEPO, TBPO and TOPO are 39, 48, 47 and 
47 ppm, respectively. 22,45,46 The 31P chemical shifts of TEPO, TBPO and TOPO are located region 
downfield from TMPO by 8-9 ppm, according to computational study and the experimental results for 
various solid acids.22,45,46 These relationships are preserved in 31P chemical shifts from the crystalline 
trialkylphosphine oxides. There is a linear correlation between the 31P chemical shift of the 
trialkylphosphine oxide signal and the proton affinity of solid acid sites. The 31P signals of TEPO, TBPO 
and TOPO are, moreover, located downfield by 8 ± 2 ppm as compaered to that of TMPO. 22,45,46 The 
range of Δδ, the value of the chemical shift difference between the 31P chemical shifts of trialkylphosphine 
oxides with acid sites relative to pyysisorbed and/or crystalline trialkylphosphine oxides is 48 ± 2 ppm. 
22,45,46 Among trialkylphosphine oxides, TEPO exhibits an additional linear correlation between the 31P 
chemical shift and the pyridine adsorption enthalpy, which is the energy of protonation of pyridine.49,50 
  
Some examples of the Δδ values of solids acids  
The 31P chemical shift values of TEPO for typical solid acids are described below. A wide range 
of the Δδ values were reported for both Brønsted and Lewis acid sites.22,45,46,49.50 Δδ values of 4-10 ppm 
were reported for silanol groups of amorphous silicas.49-52 An Δδ value of 8 ppm was reported for silanol 
groups of H-mordenite.50 Δδ values of 13-30 ppm were reported for amorphous silica-aluminas.45-53 An 
Δδ value of 8 ppm was reported for calcined γ-alumina, whose Al coordinations were mainly 6-fold along 
with 4- and 5-fold coordinations due to the coordination of TEPO to the surface hydroxyl groups and/or 
Lewis acid sites.54 A much larger Δδ value of 41 ppm was reported for silica-supported AlCl3, a strong 
Lewis acid.49.50 Larger Δδ values of 45.8, 41.7 and 39 ppm were also reported for 12-tungstophosphirc 
acid, sulfated tungsten oxide, HZSM-549-50 and amorphous silica-aluminas45,46,48-54, respectively, due to 
coordination of TEPO to the Brønsted acid sites.  
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Advantage of TMPO 
 TMPO exhibits high accessibility to nanopores of the H-ZSM-5 zeolite. In the TMPO and TBPO 
dual systems45, TMPO was able to coordinate with the internal acid sites, while TBPO was coordinated 
to the external acid sites. Additional signals, which were due to coordination of TMPO to the internal acid 
sites, were observed in the 31P MAS NMR spectrum of the H-ZSM-5 zeolite with TMPO, as compared to 
that with TBPO.45 As another example, TMPO monolayers coordinated to the acid sites with strong acid 
strength between the layers of protonated layered niobium molybdate (HNbMoO6), and TMPO bilayers 
coordinated to the acid sites with medium acid strength between the layers of HNbMoO6. The basal 
spacing of HNbMoO6 with the TMPO bilayer was twice as large as that with the TMPO monolayer.54 The 
differences in the conformation of TMPO resulted in the different accessibilities to the acid sites. 
 
Effect of confinement by inorganic nanospaces 
 The 31P chemical shifts of TMPO and TEPO can be affected by confinement in inorganic 
nanospaces. Confinement in inorganic nanospaces is likely to affect the distances between the protons 
in Brønsted acid sites and the oxygen atoms in P=O groups of trialkylphosphine oxides or the angles of 
P=O groups of trialkylphosphine oxides to Brønsted acid sites. The distances between protons in acid 
sites and oxygen atoms in P=O groups of TMPO decreased in response to the pore sizes of H-ZSM-5 
from 0.1151 to 0.1031 nm, exhibiting larger downfield 31P chemical shift values from 65 (Δδ = 25) to 86.7 
(Δδ = 46.7) ppm.23 The 31P chemical shift of TMPO adsorbed to mesopores of FSM-16 (65.1 ppm) was 
larger than that adsorbed to nonporous silica (43.3 ppm (Δδ = 3.3)).56 The 31P chemical shifts of TEPO 
between the layers of protonated layered perovskites (93-94 ppm (Δδ = 43-44)) were larger than those 
of strong solid acids such as 12-tungstophosphirc acid (91.7 ppm (Δδ = 41.7)) and sulfated tungsten oxide 
(91.8 ppm (Δδ = 91.8)).57  
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1-2-2.  Overview of surface modification of inorganic solids using phosphorus coupling agents 
Advantage of phosphorus coupling agents 
Surface modification plays a dominant role in controlling the chemical properties of solid 
surfaces. Silylation reactions are commonly utilized for surface modificaton.58 Condensation reactions 
occurring between silane coupling agents are unavoidable because of formation of silanol groups by 
hydrolysis. By contrast, no condensation reactions between POH groups occur under mild conditions, 
even in the presence of water molecules, upon modification of metal oxides with phosphorus coupling 
agents such as organophosphonic acids (Figure 1-13), and no control of water is thus required for the 
modification to form metal-oxide-phosphorus (M-O-P) bonds with stability with respect to hydrolysis.59  
 
 
 
 
Reaction pathway of formation of M-O-P bonds and their species on metal oxide surfaces 
When organophosphonic acids are employed for surface modification of metal oxides, M-O-P 
bonds are formed upon occurrence of a condensation reaction between the POH groups and OH groups 
on the metal oxide surfaces.59 The P=O groups can coordinate to Lewis acid sites on metal oxide 
surfaces, on the other hand, exhibiting an additional reaction pathway.60 Following transfer of protons 
which are dissociated from organophosphonic acid to the oxygen atoms in M-O-M (M: metalic element), 
a nucleophilic attack of the O- in PO- groups on M occurs, resulting in M-O-P bonds, and additional MOH 
groups are generated on the metal oxide surfaces (Figure 1-14). When the P=O groups in 
organophosphonic acid diesters coordinate to Lewis acid site on metal oxides, there are two types of 
reaction pathways to formation of M-O-P bonds. One is acidic hydrolysis: following protonation of 
oxygen atom in POR (R: alkyl groups) by dissociated protons from hydroxyl groups on metal oxide 
surfaces, a nucleophilic attack by O- on the metal oxide surfaces on the central P atom occurs with the 
release of alcohols to form M-O-P bonds (Figure 1-15). The other is basic hydrolysis: following a 
Figure 1-13. Organophosphonic acid (R is organic group). 
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nucleophilic attack of OH- dissociated from metal oxide surfaces on the central P atom to form a POH 
group, M-O-P bonds are formed with the release of alcohols (Figure 1-15). 
These reaction pathways of an organophosphonic acid and diesters could lead to formation of 
various phosphorus species on metal oxide surfaces59,61 (Figure 1-16). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-14. Possible reaction pathway of the formation of M-O-P bond involving oxygen atoms in -M-
O-M- on metal oxide surfaces. 
Figure 1-15. Possible reaction pathway of formation of M-O-P bond involving oxygen atoms in -M-O-
M- on metal oxide surfaces. 
Figure 1-16. Some examples of organophosphonate species on metal oxide surfaces. 
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With respect to formation of M-O-P bonds involving oxygen atoms in -M-O-M- via coordination 
of the P=O groups to Lewis acid sites on metal oxide surfaces described above, ITO substrates bearing 
small amounts of hydroxyl groups contain a larger amount of phosphonate moieties upon modification 
as compared to the ITO substrates bearing large amounts of hydroxyl groups. It is proposed that the 
increase in Lewis acid sites on the ITO surfaces promoted formation of M-O-P bonds.62 
 
Disadvantage and advantage upon use of organophosphonic acids 
The strong acidity of POH groups can decompose solids such as alumina63, aluminium 
hydroxide43,64, aluminosilicate43,65-66 and magnesium silicate.67,68 Following the decompositions, new 
phases such as metal organophosphates were recrystallized.43,62-66 By contrast, the use of 
organophosphonic acid diester, which possesses no POH groups unless POR groups are hydrolyzed61, 
suppressed the decomposition of alumina upon surface modification.63 It should be noted that hydrolysis 
of ester groups of phosphoric acid triesters generated additional POH groups to decompose surfaces 
such as aluminum hydroxides.44  
 
Characterization of proceeding of surface modification of metal oxides with phosphorus coupling 
agents 
The proceeding of surface modification of metal oxides using organophosphonic acids, 
organophosphonic acid diesters and/or phosphoric acid esters were examined based on 31P MAS NMR 
studies.59,60 The 31P MAS NMR signals of organophosphonic acids, organophosphonic acid diesters and 
phosphoric acid esters shifted upfield upon the occurrence of condensation reactions between hydroxyl 
groups on metal oxide surfaces and POH or POR groups to form M-O-P bonds. This was due to the 
replacement of H in POH or C in POR groups with an M such as Ti, Al or Nb, whose electronegativity 
values are lower than those of H and C, resulting in an increase in electron density around phosphorus 
atom.59,60 The upfield shifts of organophosphonic acid and organophosphonic acid esters in the range 
from 7 to 10 ppm59,60,69,70 were, moreover, higher than those of phosphoric acid esters in the range from 2 
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to 6 ppm71,72. 
 
Examples of stable M-O-P bonds 
Stability with respect to hydrolysis 
Examples of the stability of M-O-P bonds toward hydrolysis are described below. As for a 
comparison with phosphorus coupling agents and silane coupling agents, TiO2 and ZrO2 substrates 
modified with octadecylphosphonic acid exhibited the detachment of 10-20 % of the 
octadecylphosphonate moieties upon soaking of these substrates in water with various pH values, while 
TiO2 and ZrO2 substrates modified with octadecyldimethylchlorosilane lost most of their 
octadecyldimethylchlorosilanate moieties (over 98 %) upon identical soaking.73 With respect to the 
instability of monodentate organophosphonate moieties toward basic conditions, the 
phenylphosphonate moieties on the interlayer surfaces of protonated layered perovskite (PPA/HLaNb) 
were unstable with respect to treatment with excess 1M NaOH at room temperature for 24 h, as revealed 
by decrease in the basal spacing of PPA/HLaNb69, while they were stable under conditions of treatment 
with excess 3M HCl at 60 C for 24 h. As concerns comparisons of phosphorus coupling agents and 
thiols, Al-O-P bonds were more stable than Au-S bonds between Au surfaces and thiol groups; the 
octadecylphosphonate moieties on Al2O3 substrates were stable toward hydrolysis, while the 
dodecanethiolate moieties on Au substrates were detected by hydrolysis, judging from the fact that the 
decreases in the contact angles and C/Al molar ratios of Al2O3 substrates covered with 
octadecylphosphonate moieties were much smaller than the contact angles and C/Au ratios of Au 
substrates covered with dodecanethiolate moieites.74  
In the previous study on modification of substrates, where both the TiO2 and SiO2 surface 
domains were present, with octadecylphosphonic acid, Ti-O-P bonds were present only after washing 
with a methanol/water mixture, while both Ti-O-P and Si-O-P bonds were present after modification of 
the substrates upon washing with toluene, indicating that Si-O-P bonds were highly unstable toward 
hydrolysis.74 Following hydrolysis of the Si-O-P bonds, the modification of additional SiO2 surfaces with 
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silane coupling agents was possible.75 Such selective modification was also possible for halloysite with 
a tuber morphology; the tuber interior and exterior of halloysite were modified with octadecylphosphonic 
acid and N-(2-aminoethyl)-3-aminopropyltrimethylsilane, respectively.76  
 
Stability with respect to heat treatment 
M-O-P bonds exhibited sufficient thermal stability. When three types of organically-modified 
substrates, Al2O3 substrates covered with octadecylphosphonate moieties (C18P/Al2O3), Au substrates 
(C18SH/Au) covered with dodecanethiolate moieties and silicon substrates modified with octadecyne 
(C18/Si) were compared,74 mass losses in the TG curves of C18P/Al2O3, C18SH/Au and C18/Si were 
observed in the temperature ranges from 500-600 C, 60-100 C and 300-400 C, respectively, 
indicating that M-O-P bonds exhibited higher stability with respect to thermal treatment than Au-S and 
Si-C bonds.74 
 
Control of surface properties on metal oxide particles and use of organophosphorus moieties as 
functional groups and of modified particles as materials 
Surface modification of metal oxide nanoparticles such as Fe2O3, Al2O3, Y2O3, TiO2 and ZrO2 
was achieved for controlling their surface properties59,77,78, and examples are presented below. While the 
Y2O3 nanoparticles modified with hexadecylphosphinc acid were clearly dispersed in chloroform in a 
water/chloroform biphasic solution, those modified with hydroxyl(tetra[ethyleneoxy])propylphosphonic 
acid were clearly dispersed in water in the same biphasic solution. Modification of Al2O3 nanoparticles 
with two organophosphonic acids, 3,3,4,45,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,10,10 heptadecafluorodecylphosphonic acid 
(F17C10-PA) and {2[2-(2-hydroxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethyl} phosphonic acid (H(OC2H4)3-PA), was also 
possible for controlling surface hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity by changing the ratio between F17C10-
PA and H(OC2H4)3-PA.78 Modification using organophosphonic acids was also possible for the inorganic 
nanospaces.69,70 Successful interlayer grafting of protonated layered perovskites using alkylphosphonic 
acids was reported; there was a linear relationship between the basal spacing of the modified protonated 
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layered perovskites and the alkylchain length of alkylphosphonic acids.69  
Phosphoric acid esters were also useful for the modification of metal oxide nanoparticles.71 
Phosphoric acid esters are easily prepared by reaction between phosphoric acid and alcohols, both of 
which are commercially available. In the previous report, after TiO2 nanoparticles were modified with 
oleyl phosphate, the oleyl phosphate-modified TiO2 nanoparticles were utilized to prepare TiO2/PMMA 
hybrid film which exhibited high optical transparency and a high refractive index (n = 1.86 nm), even 
though the TiO2 content was 20 vol%.71  
Organophosphonic acids bearing terminal functional groups such as initiator groups for 
surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) were also useful for the modification of 
nanoparticles72 and layered inorganic solids.79 Poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) chains were 
successfully grown from the surfaces of TiO2 nanoparticles modified with phosphonic acid bearing the 
terminal initiator group.72 As for SI-ATRP of N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) on the interlayer surfaces of 
the modified protonated layered perovskite, poly(NIPAM)-modified nanosheets were formed upon 
exfoliation of the modified protonated layered perovskite via SI-ATRP.79 Functional groups in 
phosphonate moieties on both the external and interlayer surfaces of metal oxides are therefore useful 
for conducting further reactions.  
 
1-2-3. Summary and future perspective 
This section presents an overview of the interactions between organophosphorus compounds 
and inorganic surfaces. As concerns trialkylphosphine oxide, the sensitivity of trialkylphosphine oxides 
to solid acid sites is an advantage. By contrast, the effect of confinement by inorganic nanospaces on 
the 31P chemical shift values of trialkylphosphine oxides is a drawback and this confinement effect is 
therefore worth investigating further. With respect to surface modification of metal oxides using 
phosphorus coupling agents, formation of M-O-P bonds with stability toward hydrolysis and heat 
treatment is an advantage. By contrast, it is a drawback that some inorganic surfaces can be 
decomposed due to the strong acidity of POH groups in phosphorus coupling agents.   
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1-3.  Purpose of this thesis 
Based on the background presented above, interlayer grafting of kaolinite using phosphorus 
coupling agents is a challenging task, and the products can exhibit greater stability toward hydrolysis 
and heat treatment than the previous kaolinite modified with alcohols or silane coupling agents. As 
concerns interlayer grafting of kaolinite using phosphorus coupling agents, unravelling of solid acidity of 
the interlayer aluminol surfaces of kaolinite is worth investigating, and trialkylphosphine oxide can be 
expected to elucidate the solid acidity of interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite. Since intermediates are 
necessary for interlayer grafting of kaolinite, intercalation compounds of kaolinite with stability toward 
heat treatment and dispersal in solvents will be required, and organophosphonium salts could be 
candidates to serve as guests of the intercalation compounds. This thesis therefore describes the 
intercalation and interlayer grafting of kaolinite using oraganophosphorus compounds: triethylphosphine 
oxide for investigation of the solid acidity of kaolinite; tetrabutylphoshpoinium bromide for preparation of 
an intermediate with stability toward heat and solvent treatment; and trimethylphosphate for interlayer 
grafting. 
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2-1. Introduction 
Investigation of the solid acidity of hydroxide surfaces of aluminosilicate clay minerals,1,2 
aluminas3-7 and zeolites3-7 is important for understanding their adsorption properties and catalytic 
activities. Their surfaces are complex, however, since two or more types of acid sites with 
heterogeneous distribution are present on them, with the result that the contributions of the individual 
acid sites on the surfaces to their adsorption properties and catalytic activities are scarcely 
distinguishable. At the same time, it has been difficult to assign the characterization results to any 
particular acid sites. Thus, it is important to investigate surfaces with only one kind of acid sites with 
uniform distribution. Neutral aluminol groups with uniform distribution are, on the other hand, present at 
the cleavages of gibbsite (γ-Al(OH)3), which is composed of stacked aluminum hydroxide layers. The 
presence of aluminol groups at the broken edges, whose adsorption properties are much higher than 
those of the groups at the cleavages, has, however, been recognized.1,2,8 
The intercalation reaction of inorganic materials9-14 is therefore an attractive method to increase 
in their interlayer surface areas results in very limited contribution by the edge surfaces. Gibbsite, 
however, exhibits no intercalation ability. The positively charged Al(OH)3 layers with anions in their 
interlayers due to substitution of part of the Al ions with Li ions in the layers15 and the structural 
conversion of gibbsite to organic derivatives of boehmite (AlOOH), an aluminum oxide hydroxide, upon 
a glycothermal reaction16 have only been reported. Kaolinite, on the other hand, exhibits intercalation 
abilities17 and possesses neutral aluminol groups with uniform distribution on their interlayer surfaces. 
Here, Chapter 2 describes a solid-state 31P MAS NMR investigation of the solid acidity of 
interlayer aluminol surfaces of kaolinite using interlayer monolayers of triethylphosphine oxide (TEPO), 
a probe molecule for investigation of solid acidity.3-5 Since trialkylphosphine oxides possess P=O groups 
with lone pair electrons on phosphoryl oxygen, TEPO, a polar molecule, can be highly expected to be 
intercalated into kaolinite as a monolayer with a certain orientation. In the present study, the solid acidity 
of aluminol groups using interlayer hydroxide surfaces of kaolinite was studied using a TEPO monolayer 
based on the interactions between interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite and the P=O groups of TEPO 
(Scheme 2-1) by solid-state 31P MAS NMR. Methoxy-modified kaolinite, an organically-modified kaolinite 
in which a part of the interlayer aluminol groups is replaced by methoxy groups18, was employed as an 
intermediate, since its intercalation reactivity has been widely investigated.17 
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2-2. Experimental 
General information 
The XRD patterns were recorded on a Rigaku Smart Lab 3 kW diffractometer operated at 30 
mA and 40 kV with monochrometric Cu Kα radiation. Heating and cooling operations for samples were 
performed at a heating and cooling rate of 10 °C/min. The 13C, 29Si, 31P and 1H NMR spectra were recorded 
on a JEOL ECA-400 spectrometer at 100.52, 161.83, 79.42 and 399.78 MHz, respectively. The 13C NMR 
spectrum was obtained with cross-polarization (CP) and magic angle spinning (MAS) techniques with a 
contact time of 1.5 ms and a spinning rate of 8 kHz. The 29 Si CP/MAS NMR spectra were recorded with 
a contact time of 1.5 ms and a spinning rate of 10 kHz. The 31P MAS NMR measurements were performed 
with a pulse delay of 20 s and a spinning rate of 8 kHz under a dry air atmosphere. The 31P MAS NMR 
spectrum at 60 °C was obtained after heating the sample in the NMR probe at 60 °C for 1 hour in dry air. 
The 31P MAS NMR spectrum was also obtained after cooling the sample heated at 60 °C to room 
temperature and maintaining it at room temperature for 1 h in dry air. The 1H MAS NMR measurements 
were performed with a pulse delay of 15 s and a spinning rate of 8 kHz under a dry air atmosphere. The 
FT-IR spectra (KBr method) were recorded on a Shimadzu FT-8200 Fourier-transform infrared 
spectrophotometer with a resolution of 2.0 cm-1. CHN analysis was conducted with a Perkin-Elmer 
PE2400II instrument. 
 
Materials 
The kaolinite used in this study was a reference clay sample JCSS-1101 obtained from the Clay 
Science Society of Japan (Kanpaku mine, Tochigi, Japan). Triethylphosphine oxide (TEPO) was obtained 
Scheme 2-1. Overview of the intercalation of TEPO between the layers of methoxy-modified kaolinite. 
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from Sigma-Aldrich Co., Ltd. N-methylformamide (NMF) was obtained from TCI Co., Ltd.  Methanol was 
obtained from Kanto Chemical Co., Inc. All the chemicals were used without further purification. 
 
Sample preparation 
A methoxy-modified kaolinite was prepared from a kaolinite-NMF intercalation compound8 and 
methanol by modifying the previously-reported procedure.18 A kaolinite-NMF intercalation compound was 
dispersed in fresh methanol and the resultant dispersion was shaken for 30 min, and this operation was 
repeated for the resultant solid 20 times to obtain the product. When the product was wet by methanol, 
most of the surface was white, but some brown surface portions were also present. The brown portions 
contained impurities such as quartz and alunite and were separated out, and the residual white portion 
was designated MeO-Kaol in the present study. The chemical composition of MeO-Kaol was roughly 
estimated as Al2Si2O5(OH)3.85(OCH3)0.15 based on the carbon content (0.68 mass %) in CHN analysis. 
Since TEPO is highly hygroscopic, MeO-Kaol (125 mg) and TEPO (34 mg) were mixed under a nitrogen 
atmosphere and subsequently heated at 60 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere for one day (TEPO/MeO-
Kaol). TEPO/MeO-Kaol heated at 60 °C was denoted as TEPO/MeO-Kaol_60 °C. TEPO/MeO-
Kaol_60 °C cooled to room temperature was denoted as TEPO/MeO-Kaol_60 °C_cooled. The nominal 
molar ratio of TEPO to Al2Si2O5(OH)3.85(OCH3)0.15 (TEPO/Al2Si2O5(OH)3.85(OCH3)0.15) in the starting mixture 
was 0.5. The mixture of raw kaolinite (125mg) and TEPO, meanwhile, whose amount decreased from 34 
mg to 3.4 mg, was reacted in a similar fashion (TEPO/raw_kaolinite) to avoid the use of a highly excessive 
amount of TEPO to the surfaces of raw kaolinite. TEPO/raw_kaolinite heated at 60 °C was denoted as 
TEPO/raw-kaolinite_60 °C. On the other hand, hydration of TEPO/MeO-Kaol was conducted by placing 
TEPO/MeO-Kaol with a beaker containing water in a sealed vessel and allowing it to stand for one day 
(Hydrated_TEPO/MeO-Kaol). 
 
2-3. Results and Discussion 
Characterization of the products 
In the XRD pattern of TEPO/MeO-Kaol (Figure 1b), the diffraction line of MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-
1a, d =0.86 nm) disappeared and a new diffraction line (d = 1.16 nm) appeared, indicating that the basal 
spacing of kaolinite was increased from 0.86 to 1.16 nm. A diffraction line due to unreacted kaolinite (d = 
0.72 nm) was also present in the patterns. It is generally accepted that guest molecules are incompletely 
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intercalated between the layers of kaolinite.19,20 The presence of unreacted kaolinite was therefore 
assignable to intrinsic intercalation behavior rather than to inappropriate reaction conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the 13C CP MAS NMR spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-2b), two signals (at 21 ppm 
and 7 ppm) were clearly observed and these were assignable to the ethyl groups in TEPO.21 In addition, 
a signal which was also observed in the spectrum of MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-2a) was observed at 51 ppm 
and was assignable to the interlayer methoxy groups.18  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-1. XRD patterns of (a) MeO-Kaol and (b) TEPO/MeO-Kaol. 
Figure 2-2. 13C CP MAS NMR spectra of (a) MeO-Kaol and (b) TEPO/MeO-Kaol. 
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The IR spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol showed following absorption bands, all of which were 
attributable to the ethyl groups in TEPO; C-H stretching11 at 2976, 2944, 2914 and 2886 cm-1, C-H 
deformation11 at 1460, 1410 and 1388 cm-1, and P-C2H5 stretching22 at 1271 and 1241 cm-1 (Figure 2-3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the IR spectrum of kaolinite, four OH stretching bands are present.23 Whereas the 3620 cm-
1 band of inner-layer hydroxyls is not affected by guest species, the 3696, 3670 and 3653 cm-1 bands of 
inter-layer hydroxyls (Figure 2-4a) can be perturbed upon intercalation of guest species via hydrogen 
bond formation.17 The hydrogen-bonded hydroxyls show new bands at lower wavenumbers.24 Compared 
with the spectrum of MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-4b), the profile of the OH stretching band region was modified 
with the appearance of an additional 3598 cm-1 band and a decrease in the intensity of the 3696, 3670 
and 3653 cm-1 bands with respect to the 3620 cm-1 band in the spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-
4c). The profile of the Al-OH deformation region was also modified upon reaction with TEPO (Figure 2-
5). The 939 cm-1 band is assignable to the Al-OH deformation of inter-layer hydroxyls, and it was reported 
that the relative intensity with respect to the 916 cm-1 band due to the Al-OH deformation of inner-layer 
hydroxyls decreases with the appearance of a new band in a higher wavenumber region upon 
intercalation of DMSO.25 In the present study, the relative intensity of the 939 cm-1 band decreased 
compared to that of the 916 cm-1 band, and a new band appeared at 969 cm-1. These results clearly reveal 
that the inter-layer hydroxyls of kaolinite were involved in hydrogen bond formation with TEPO.  
 
Figure 2-3. IR spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol. 
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On the other hand, the P=O stretching band that was observed in the spectrum of TEPO26 at 
1157 cm-1 was not observed in the IR spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-5c). In general, the decrease 
in the electron density of phosphoryl oxygen results in a shift of the P=O stretching band to a lower 
wavenumber upon coordination of a P=O group to an acid site.27 The profile of the 1100 cm-1 region of 
TEPO/MeO-Kaol was modified with the appearance of 1118 cm-1 band, compared with the spectrum of 
MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-5). It is likely that the P=O stretching band was shifted by 39 cm-1 from 1157 cm-1 to 
a lower wavenumber.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4. IR spectra in the OH stretching region of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol and (c) TEPO/MeO-
Kaol. 
. 
 
Figure 2-5. IR spectra in 1200-800 cm-1 region of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol and (c) TEPO/MeO-
Kaol. 
. 
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The 29 Si CP MAS NMR spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol showed a shoulder (at -92.1 ppm) with 
doublet signals (at -90.7 and -91.3 ppm), which were observed in the spectra of both MeO-Kaol and 
kaolinite (Figure 2-6). Kaolinite exhibits the main Q3 doublet (-90.7 ppm and -91.3 ppm) signals28 due to 
distortion within the layer induced by the difference in the Si-Al distance in its solid-state 29Si NMR 
spectrum.29 In general, an upfield signal is observed in the spectrum of an intercalation compound, and 
this is also assignable to a Q3 environment in an intercalation compound of kaolinite,30 a result of 
distortion in the silicon environment due to the fact that the order of structural stress on the tetrahedral 
sheets depends on the kind of guest molecules.31-34  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-7 shows the 1H NMR spectra of kaolinite, MeO-Kaol and TEPO/MeO-Kaol. The 
present spectrum of kaolinite was similar to that in the previous report.31 In the 1H MAS NMR spectrum 
of kaolinite, the signal at around 2 ppm was assignable to the inner-layer aluminol groups of kaolinite.36,37 
In addition, the broader signal at around 4 ppm was similarly assignable to the inter-layer aluminol groups 
of kaolinite.36,37 The signal due to unreacted inter-layer aluminol groups of kaolinite after the methoxy 
modification was shifted downfield.38 In addition, a signal due to methyl protons in the methoxy groups 
was observed at around 3.5 ppm in the previous report on modification of silica with methanol.39 Thus, 
the signal at around 3 ppm in the H1 MAS NMR spectrum of MeO-Kaol was due to overlapping of the 
Figure 2-6. 29Si CP MAS NMR spectra of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol and (c) TEPO/MeO-Kaol. 
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signal assignable to the inter-layer aluminol groups on the methoxy-modified surfaces and/or methoxy 
groups. Similarly, the broader signal at around 4 ppm in the spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol was also due 
to overlapping of the signal assignable to the inter-layer aluminol groups on the methoxy modified 
surfaces and/or methoxy groups. The signals at 2.2 and 1.8 ppm in the spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol 
were assignable to ethyl groups in TEPO. Based on the signals from the 1H signal integrals of the ethyl 
groups in TEPO and the interlayer aluminol groups of MeO-Kaol, the molar ratio of TEPO to MeO-Kaol 
(TEPO/Al2Si2O5(OH)3.85(OCH3)0.15) in TEPO/MeO-Kaol was estimated to be approximately 0.20. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the 31P MAS NMR spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-8a), one narrow signal was 
observed at 55 ppm, indicating the TEPO was present in one environment. The signal was shifted 
downfield from that of physisorbed TEPO (at 50 ppm).6,7 In general, TEPO can interact with solid acid 
sites (both Brønsted- and Lewis-types) by interaction between lone pair electrons on an oxygen atom 
of the P=O group and acid sites, and the deshielding around phosphorus atoms by such interaction 
results in a downfield shift of the signal.3-7 
 
 
 
Figure 2-7. 1H MAS NMR spectra of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol and (c) TEPO/MeO-Kaol. 
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Effect of heat treatment and hydration 
In order to discuss the chemical shift, Chapter 2 also studied the effect of the heat treatment 
and hydration procedure on the spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol. In the spectrum of TEPO/MeO-
Kaol_60 °C, the main intense signal at 55 ppm was shifted to 53 ppm (Figure 2-8b). In addition, in the 
spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol_60 °C_cooled, the signal at 53 ppm was shifted to 54 ppm (Figure 2-8c). 
On the other hand, the signals in the range of 55-53 ppm disappeared, and the signals at 66 and 63 ppm 
were observed in the spectrum of Hydrated_TEPO/MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-9). In the previous reports, a the 
signal at about 65 ppm was observed in the 31P NMR signal of TEPO in neat water.39 The signal was 
shifted from near 65 to 61 ppm upon the increase in the molar fraction of TEPO in water in response to 
the decrease in the number of water molecules interacting with TEPO.39 Thus, the signals at 66 and 63 
ppm in the spectrum of Hydrated_TEPO/MeO-Kaol were ascribable to TEPO interacting with water 
molecules.39 The signals at 66 and 63 ppm were completely absent in the spectrum of TEPO/MeO-Kaol 
(Figure 2-8). 
 
 
 
Figure 2-8. 31P MAS NMR spectra of (a) TEPO/MeO-Kaol, (b) TEPO/MeO-Kaol_60 °C and (c) 
TEPO/MeO-Kaol_cooled.  
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In the previous 1H MAS NMR studies, a signal due to residual water molecules on the kaolinite 
surfaces was observed in the region downfield from the main intense signal of kaolinite by 5-6 ppm.36,37 
No signal was observed at around 7-8 ppm in the 1H MAS NMR spectra of kaolinite and MeO-Kaol, 
however. Thus, the possible amount of water molecules interacting with TEPO was negligible in 
TEPO/MeO-Kaol. The chemical shifts of 31P MAS NMR are ascribable only to the interaction between 
aluminols and TEPO molecules. There is, however, a difference in the chemical shifts of the main intense 
31P MAS NMR signals of TEPO/MeO-Kaol in the range of 55-53 ppm.  
A closer look at the XRD patterns reveals a slight difference between the basal spacings of 
TEPO/MeO-Kaol and TEPO/MeO-Kaol_60 °C: while the basal spacing of TEPO/MeO-Kaol was 1.16 nm, 
that of TEPO/MeO-Kaol_60 °C was 1.17 nm (Figure 2-10b). In addition, the basal spacing of TEPO/MeO-
Kaol_60 °C_cooled was 1.16 nm (Figure 2-10c). Based on the 31P MAS NMR spectra and XRD patterns, 
the present difference in the range of 55-53 ppm is likely ascribable to a difference in the conformation 
of TEPO between the layers of kaolinite. It has been reported that the 31P chemical shift of 
trimethylphosphine oxide (TMPO) was affected by confinement in the nanopores of H-ZSM-55 and the 
mesopores of FMS-16.40 In the present study, the 31P MAS NMR spectrum of TEPO/raw-kaolinite showed 
a signal at 52 ppm (Figure 2-11), which was also observed in the spectrum of TEPO/raw-kaolinite_60 °C, 
where TEPO was not intercalated between the layers of kaolinites, as shown by XRD. The chemical shift 
Figure 2-9. 31P MAS NMR spectrum of Hydrated_TEPO/MeO-Kaol. 
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of 52 ppm was also different from 55-53 ppm. The effect of confinement by kaolinite layers on the 31P 
chemical shift values is therefore likely to occur in the present study. The signals at 55-53 ppm are 
therefore ascribable to TEPO coordinating to the acid site on the interlayer surfaces of MeO-Kaol, and 
they are still shifted from the signal of physisorbed TEPO (at 50 ppm).6,7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conformation of TEPO between the layers of methoxy-modified kaolinite 
It has been reported that polar molecules form monolayers with their intrinsic orientations in 
the asymmetrical interlayer environment of kaolinite.41,42 The present study revealed that the P=O groups 
of TEPO face the octahedral sheets based on the IR and NMR spectra of TEPO/MeO-Kaol (Figure 2-1 
Figure 2-10. XRD patterns of TEPO/MeO-Kaol (a) at room temperature, (b) TEPO/MeO-Kaol heated 
at 60 °C and (c) TEPO/MeO-Kaol cooled at room temperature from 60 °C. 
 
Figure 2-11. 31P MAS NMR spectrum of TEPO/raw-kaolinite. 
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and 2-4~2-7). The galley height of TEPO/MeO-Kaol was estimated to be approximately 0.44 nm (= 1.16 
nm - 0.72 nm), which was close to that estimated in the previous report, where the shape of TEPO can 
be regarded as a cylinder (diameter: 0.78 nm, height: 0.37 nm, P=O groups perpendicular to the 
diameter).11 It should be noted that this increment due to interlayer methoxy formation (0.1 nm = 0. 82 nm 
– 0.72 nm)18 was much smaller than the observed galley height (0.44 nm).11 Thus, the observed galley 
height is consistent with the formation of a TEPO monolayer in the asymmetrical interlayer environment 
of kaolinite. 
The molar ratio of the interlayer aluminol groups to methoxy groups (-OH/-CH3) was estimated 
by the chemical composition of MeO-Kaol (Al2Si2O5(OH)3.85(OCH3)0.15) to be 19. Kaolinite contains six 
interlayer aluminol groups in its unit cell.43 Based on the unit cell parameters of kaolinite (a = 0.515 nm 
and b = 0.894 nm)43, the area containing one methoxy and nineteen aluminol groups was estimated to 
be approximately 1.51 nm2 (= 0.50 × 0.90 × 20/6). In addition, the cross-section area of methyl in the 
methoxy group was estimated to be approximately 0.11 nm2 based on its diameter of 0.39 nm.44 Thus, 
the area excluding the cross-section area of methyl in the methoxy group was 1.40 nm2 (= 1.51 nm2 – 0.11 
nm2). Based on the molar ratio of TEPO/MeO-Kaol (TEPO/Al2Si2O5(OH)3.85(OCH3)0.15 = 0.20) and the 
cross-section area of TEPO described as a cylinder in the previous report (0.48 nm2)11, the area occupied 
by TEPO in the 1.51 nm2 area was estimated to be 0.62 nm2 (= 0.48 × 0.20 × 2 × 20/6; the amount of 
TEPO is doubled, since the unit cell corresponds to Al4Si4O10(OH)7.70(OCH3)0.30) at maximum, or much 
smaller than the 1.40 nm2 area. Thus, TEPO molecules were unlikely to be located in positions in which 
methoxy groups affected their conformation (Scheme 2-2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Scheme 2-2. Relationship between the present surfaces and TEPO. 
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Acid properties of interlayer aluminol surfaces  
In general, the larger 31P chemical shifts of TEPO indicate the presence of strong acidity in the 
acid sites, and a broad 31P chemical shift range of TEPO from 89 to 58 ppm was reported for Brønsted 
acid sites.3-7, 45-49 Larger 31P chemical shift values of 89-63 ppm were also reported for the Brønsted acid 
sites of HZSM-58 and amorphous silica-aluminas.46-49 On the other hand, a lower 31P chemical shift value 
of 58 ppm was reported for the aluminol groups of calcined γ-aluminas.45 In addition, trimethylphosphine 
oxide (TMPO) systems are also comparable to the TEPO system, based on the correlation between the 
31P chemical shift of TEPO and those of TMPO: the 31P chemical shift of TMPO shifted upfield by 8±2 
ppm compared with the chemical shift of TEPO.3-5 For TMPO absorbed on the calcined boehmite,50 an 
aluminum oxide hydroxide whose structure shows a similarity to that of AlO2(OH)4 octahedral kaolinite 
sheets, the broad signal was observed at 44 ppm (shifted slightly from the position of crystalline TMPO 
(39 ppm)), suggesting coordination of TMPO to the surface aluminol sites.50 The 44 ppm 31P chemical 
shift for TMPO in the boehmite system50 corresponds, therefore, to the 31P chemical shift of 50-54 ppm 
for TEPO, a value closely consistent with the 31P chemical shifts of 55-53 ppm in the present system. 
Thus, the interaction of TEPO with the aluminol groups of MeO-Kaol exhibited smaller 31P chemical shifts, 
indicating relatively weak solid acidity. 
Meanwhile, the signal broadening due to overlapping of the 31P MAS NMR signals resulting from 
the interactions of alkylphosphine oxides with various types of acid sites on the surfaces of solid acids 
such as aluminas, zeolites and amorphous silica-aluminas was observed in the previous reports.3-7,45-49 
On the other hand, the present signals in the 31P MAS NMR spectra (Figure 2-8) were far narrower than 
those observed in previous solid acid-TEPO systems.3-7,45-49 No overlapping of 31P MAS NMR signals due 
to two or more types of acid sites are likely to be observed in the present study. In addition, the 
conformation of TEPO was unlikely to be affected by the presence of methoxy groups on the present 
surfaces, as described based on Scheme 2-2. Thus, TEPO molecules were likely to adopt the same 
conformation to give narrow signals. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the solid acidity of aluminol 
groups on the methoxy-modified interlayer surfaces is close to that of those on the interlayer surfaces 
of kaolinite. 
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2-4. Summary 
Chapter 2 has demonstrated that the solid acidity of interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite can 
be studied by a combination of solid-state 31P MAS NMR and a TEPO monolayer between the layers of 
methoxy-modified kaolinite. The presence of a TEPO monolayer between the layers of kaolinite was 
demonstrated by expansion of the basal spacing from 0.86 nm, the basal spacing of the intermediate, 
MeO-Kaol, to 1.16 nm, as shown by the XRD patterns. It is apparent that the P=O groups of TEPO face 
the present interlayer hydroxide surfaces based on the formation of hydrogen bonds between the P=O 
groups of TEPO and the interlayer aluminol groups which was indicated by the appearance of an 
additional OH stretching band (3598 cm-1) and an additional AlOH deformation band (969 cm-1) in the FT-
IR spectrum and 31P MAS NMR signals (53-55 ppm) which was shifted from that of physisorbed TEPO. 
These results clearly indicate that the P=O groups of TEPO were coordinated to the interlayer aluminol 
groups of kaolinite. In addition, the present results demonstrate that the study of solid acidity using 
trialkylphosphine oxides by solid-state 31P MAS NMR and inorganic layered materials is applicable to 
layered aluminosilicate, kaolinite, in addition to a protonated layered transition metal oxide, HNbMoO69,10, 
and protonated ion exchange perovskites, HLaNb2O7 and HCa2Nb3O1011, and that kaolinite has the great 
advantage of preferential interlayer monolayer formation of trialkylphosphine oxides. The present results 
could therefore provide new insights into the solid acid properties of aluminol surfaces and estimation of 
acidities of solid acids using trialkylphosphine oxide 
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3-1. Introduction 
Interlayer grafting of kaolinite requires intercalation compounds of kaolinite as intermediates 
in order to access organic molecules to the interlayer aluminol groups.1-4 In addition, since interlayer 
grafting of kaolinite generally requires rather higher temperature in liquid,1-4 the stable intermediates 
at high temperature and reflux conditions are therefore desirable.  
Kaolinite possesses neutral the aluminosilicate layers. To date, intercalation of salts between 
the layers of kaolinite has been reported.1-4 Whereas short-chain fatty acid salts such as potassium 
acetate (KOAc) are intercalated directly1-4, other organic salts such as alkyltrimethylammonium salts, 
whose cationic species, alkyltrimethylammonium ions, have been widely used for expansion of interlayer 
spaces with hydrophobicity1-5, are intercalated using an intermediate such as a methoxy-modified 
kaolinite (MeO-Kaol).1-4,6 While some alkyltrimethylammonium salts have been intercalated6, these salts 
should have appropriate anion types and head group sizes or appropriate alkyl chain lengths; 
alkyltrimethylammonium chloride (CnH2n+1N(CH3)3Cl; n = 12, 14, 16) and alkyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(CnH2n+1N(CH3)3Br; n = 12, 14) were intercalated, for example, while hexadecylammonium bromide and 
tetrabutylammonium chloride and bromide, whose cationic specie, tetrabutylammonium ion, has been 
widely used for conversion of layered inorganic solids into porous solid and for exfoliation of layered 
inorganic solids5, were not.6 As concerns intercalation of an inorganic salt using an intermediate, 
intercalation of potassium dihydrogenphosphate (KDP) occurred upon dispersing a kaolinite-KOAc 
intercalation compound (Kaol-KOAc) to a KDP saturated aqueous solution.7  
Organophosphonium salts, analogues of organoammonium salts, exhibit greater thermal 
stability and hydrophobicity than those of organoammonium salts.8-9 On the other hand, 
organophosphonium ions have been used as guests in intercalation reactions of layered inorganic solids. 
The thermal stability of organophosphonium ion-based intercalation compounds is higher than that of 
organoammonium ion-based intercalation compounds.10-12 The lower degree of hydration of intercalated 
organophosphonium ions into montmorillonite as compared to that of intercalated organoammonium ions 
into motmorillonite were also reported.13 
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Here, the chapter 3 describes preparation of a kaolinite-tetrabutylphosphonium bromide 
(TBPBr) intercalation compound (Kaol-TBPBr) via reaction between TBPBr melt and an intermediate, 
Kaol-DMSO. In order to explore the advantages of Kaol-TBPBr against a kaolinite-organoammonium salt 
intercalation compound, a kaolinite-tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBABr) intercalation compound (Kaol-
TBABr) was prepared by using the exchange reactions between an intercalated organic salt and another 
organic salt for the first time; via the reaction in a methanolic solution of tetraphenylphosphonium 
bromide (TPhPBr) with Kaol-TBPBr followed by the reaction of a methanolic solution of TBABr with an 
intermediate kaolinite-TPhPBr intercalation compound (Kaol-TPhPBr). The difference with stability 
respect to heat treatment and solvent treatment (refluxing in organic solvents) between Kaol-TBPBr and 
Kaol-TBABr was then studied (Scheme 3-1). The reasons for the observed difference in the stability are 
discussed based on the characterization results. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scheme 3-1. Overview of the present research and the comparison of stability of a kaolinite-
tetrabutylphosphonium bromide (TBPBr) intercalation compound with respect to heat and solvent 
treatments with a kaolinite-tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBABr) intercalation compound. 
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3-2. Experimental  
Materials 
Kaolinite was the reference clay sample JCSS-1101 obtained from the Clay Science Society of 
Japan (Kanpaku mine, Tochigi, Japan). Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), tetrabutylphosphonium bromide 
(TBPBr), tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBABr) and tetraphenylphosphonium bromide (TPhPBr) were 
obtained from TCI Co., Ltd. Methanol, 1.4-dioxiane, ethanol, acetone and toluene were obtained from 
Wako Pure Chemical Ind., Ltd. All the chemicals were used without further purification.   
 
Sample preparation 
Preparation of Kaol-TBPBr 
Kaol-DMSO was prepared as reported in a previous study.14 After mixing, Kaol-DMSO (1.0 g) and 
TBPBr (3.5 g) were heated at 190 °C for 1 day under a nitrogen atmosphere. Since the reaction 
temperature was higher than the TBPBr melting point (ca. 104 °C)15, Kaol-DMSO was dispersed in the 
TBPBr melt. After the reaction, the TBPBr melt was removed using a pasteur pipette, and the excess 
1,4-dioxane was added to the solid. The resultant solid was centrifugated at 4800 rpm for 1 min three 
times and dried at 120 °C for 1 h (Kaol-TBPBr).  
 
Reaction between Kaol-DMSO and TBABr 
 Kaol-DMSO (1.0 g) and TBABr (3.5 g) were mixed and subsequently heated at 190 °C for 1 day 
under a nitrogen atmosphere. As the reaction temperature rose above the TBABr melting point (ca. 100-
103 °C)16, Kaol-DMSO was dispersed in the TBABr melt. After the reaction, the resultant solid was 
obtained in a fashion similar to that of Kaol-TBPBr (TBABr/Kaol-DMSO). 
 
Preparation of Kaol-TBABr 
 Kaol-TBPBr (50 mg) was dispersed in a methanolic solution of TPhPBr (60 wt%, 3 mL), and the 
dispersion was stirred for 1 day. After the reaction, the resultant solid was dispersed in 1,4-dioxane (30 
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mL) and then centrifugated at 4800 rpm for 1 min three times. After washing, the resultant solid was 
dried at 120 °C (Kaol-TPhPBr). Kaol-TPhPBr (50 mg) was dispersed in a methanolic solution of TBABr 
(60 wt%, 7mL) and stirred for 1 day. The product was washed and dried in a fashion similar to that 
employed for Kaol-TPhPBr (Kaol-TBABr). 
Washing of Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TBABr with organic solvents 
 Kaol-TBPBr or Kaol-TBABr (50 mg) was dispersed in 5 mL of methanol, ethanol, acetone or 
toluene, and the dispersion was refluxed for 1 day under a nitrogen atmosphere. All the products were 
centrifugated at 4800 rpm for 1 min and dried at 120 °C for 1 h (Kaol-TBPBr_solvent and Kaol-
TBABr_solvent).  
 
Characterization 
The XRD patterns were recorded on a Rigaku RINT-2500 diffractometer operated at 20 mA 
and 40 kV with monochrometric Cu Kα radiation. The solid-state 13C and 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) spectra were recorded on a JEOL ECX-400 spectrometer at 100.52 and 103.15 MHz, respectively. 
The solid-state 13C NMR spectra were obtained using cross-polarization (CP) and magic angle spinning 
(MAS) techniques with a contact time of 5 s and a spinning rate of 8 kHz. The solid-state 29 Si NMR 
spectra were obtained using CP and MAS techniques with a contact time of 5 s and a spinning rate of 10 
kHz. The Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra (KBr disk method) were recorded on a JASCO FT/IR-
460 Plus spectrometer with a resolution of 2.0 cm-1. Thermogravimetric (TG) curves were recorded on a 
Rigaku TG8120 thermobalance at a heating rate of 10 °C min-1 under an air flow with α-alumina as a 
standard material. Inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) emission spectrometry was performed with an 
Agilent Technology ICP-OES 5200 spectrometer after refluxing of the products in water to extract salts. 
Ion chromatography (IC) was performed with a Dionex ICS-90 instrument after the same procedure. 
Elemental analysis was conducted with a Perkin-Elmer PE2400II instrument. Field -emission scanning 
electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images were recorded by a Hitachi S-4500S microscope. Prior to the 
measurements, the samples were coated with platinum by spattering. 
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3-3. Results and Discussion 
Characterization of the products 
Figure 3-1 shows XRD patterns of Kaol-DMSO and the products. In the XRD pattern of Kaol-
TBPBr (Figure 3-1c), the diffraction line due to Kaol-DMSO with a d value of 1.12 nm (Figure 3-1b) 
disappeared and a new diffraction line with a d value of 1.53 nm appeared, indicating an increase in the 
basal spacing from 1.12 to 1.53 nm. In the XRD pattern of TBABr/ Kaol-DMSO (Figure 3-1d), the diffraction 
line due to Kaol-DMSO with a d value of 1.12 nm disappeared and only the diffraction line due to 
unexpanded kaolinite with a d value of 0.72 nm was observed, indicating a decrease in the basal spacing 
from 1.12 to 0.72 nm. In the XRD pattern of Kaol-TPhPBr (Figure 3-1e), the diffraction line due to Kaol-
TBPBr with a d value of 1.53 nm disappeared and a new diffraction line with a d value of 1.83 nm appeared, 
indicating an increase in the basal spacing from 1.53 to 1.83 nm. In the XRD pattern of Kaol-TBABr (Figure 
3-1f), the diffraction line due to Kaol-TPhPBr with a d value of 1.83 nm disappeared and a new diffraction 
line with a d value of 1.51 nm appeared, indicating a decrease in the basal spacing from 1.83 to 1.51 nm. 
No diffraction lines due to bulk salts were observed in any XRD patterns. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-1. XRD patterns of (a) kaolinite (dotted line), (b) Kaol-DMSO, (c) Kaol-TBPBr, (d) TBABr/Kaol-
DMSO, (e) Kaol-TPhPBr, (f) Kaol-TBABr (solid line). 
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Figure 3-2 shows IR spectra in the OH stretching region of kaolinite, Kaol-DMSO and the 
products. In the spectrum of kaolinite (Figure 3-2a), four OH stretching bands were observed at 3696, 
3670, 3653 and 3620 cm-1; the 3620 cm-1 band is assignable to inner-layer hydroxyls, while the 3696, 
3670 and 3653 cm-1 bands are assignable to inter-layer hydroxyls (Figure 3-2a).1 The 3696, 3670 and 
3653 cm-1 bands of inter-layer hydroxyls are affected upon intercalation of molecules, whereas the 3620 
cm-1 band of inner-layer hydroxyls is not affected. In the spectra of intercalation compounds of kaolinite, 
the relative intensities of the bands at 3696, 3670 and 3653 cm-1 decreased with respect to the band at 
3620 cm-1 as compared to those in the spectrum of kaolinite. When intercalated molecules are hydrogen-
bonded to inter-layer hydroxyls, the hydrogen-bonded hydroxyls exhibit additional bands at lower 
wavenumbers.1,17-20 The hydrogen-bonded hydroxyls shift slightly to lower wavenumbers when 
intercalated molecules weakly interact with inter-layer hydroxyls.18-20 In the spectrum of Kaol-DMSO 
(Figure 3-2b), the relative intensity of the band at 3696 cm-1 decreased with respect to the band at 3620 
cm-1 along with the appearance of new bands at 3660, 3536 and 3500 cm-1 as compared to the spectrum 
of kaolinite. In previous reports, the relative broader band at 3660 cm-1 was assignable to inter-layer 
hydroxyls weakly interacted with DMSO, while the bands at 3536 and 3500 cm-1 were assignable to 
hydrogen-bonded inter-layer hydroxyls with DMSO.18-20 In the spectrum of TBABr/Kaol-DMSO (Figure 
3-2c), these bands at 3660, 3536 and 3500 cm-1 completely disappeared along with the appearance of 
the same profile observed for kaolinite. In the spectrum of Kaol-TBPBr (Figure 3-2d), the bands at 3660, 
3536 and 3500 cm-1, which were observed in the spectrum of Kaol-DMSO (Figure 3-2b), disappeared 
along with the appearance of the bands at 3670 and 3653 cm-1. The relative intensity of the band at 
3696 cm-1 with respect to the band at 3620 cm-1 deceased and the relative intensity of the band at 3653 
cm-1 with respect to the band at 3620 cm-1 increased (Figure 3-2d), meanwhile, as compared to those in 
the spectrum of kaolinite (Figure 3-2a). The IR spectra of Kaol-TPhPBr and Kaol-TBABr were similar to 
those of Kaol-TBPBr (Figures 3-2e and f); the relative intensity of the band at 3696 cm-1 decreased with 
respect to the band at 3620 cm-1, the relative intensity of the band at 3653 cm-1 increased with respect 
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to the band at 3620 cm-1 and the band at 3653 cm-1 broadened as compared to those in the spectrum 
of kaolinite (Figure 3-2a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 shows the 29Si CP/MAS NMR spectra of kaolinite, Kaol-DMSO and the products. In 
the spectrum of kaolinite (Figure 3-3a), doublets assignable to the Q3 environment were observed at -
90.7 ppm and -91.3 ppm.21 In the spectra of Kaol-DMSO, Kaol-TBPBr, Kaol-TPhPBr and Kaol-TBABr 
(Figures 3-3b-c), by contrast, shoulders were observed at -92.5 ppm with doublets (at -90.7 and -91.3 
ppm). The intercalation compounds of kaolinite generally exhibit upfield signals with Q3 doublets, and 
these are assignable to the Q3 environment. Distortion of the silicon environment caused by structural 
stress on the tetrahedral sheets by intercalated guest molecules has been proposed as a reason.20, 22-24 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2. IR spectra in the OH stretching region of (a) kaolinite, (b) Kaol-DMSO, (c) TBPBr/Kaol-
DMSO and (d) Kaol-TBPBr,(e) Kaol-TPhPBr-Kaol and (f) Kaol-TBABr. 
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Figure 3-4 shows 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of the products. In the spectrum of Kaol-DMSO, 
signals assignable to methyl groups in DMSO were observed at 44 and 43 ppm (Figure 4a).17 In the 
spectrum of Kaol-TBPBr (Figure 3-4b), signals whose positions were closely similar to those of TBPBr 
at 25 and 15 ppm were observed at 25 and 15 ppm along with disappearance of the signals at 44 and 43 
ppm observed in the spectrum of Kaol-DMSO. In the 13C CP MAS NMR spectrum of Kaol-TPhPBr (Figure 
3-4c), signals whose positions were closely similar to those of TPhPBr at 134 and 118 ppm were observed 
at 135 and 117 ppm along with the disappearance of the signals at 25 and 15 ppm observed in the 
spectrum of Kaol-TBPBr (Figure 3-4b). In the spectrum of Kaol-TBABr, signals whose positions were 
closely similar to those of TBABr at 60, 25, 20 and 15 ppm were observed at 58, 23, 20 and 15 ppm along 
with the disappearance of the signals at 135 and 117 ppm observed in the spectrum of Kaol-TPhPBr 
(Figure 3-4d). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-3. 29Si CP MAS NMR spectra of (a) kaolinite, (b) Kaol-DMSO, (c) Kaol-TBPBr, (d) Kaol-
TPhPBr and (e) Kaol-TBABr. 
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Figure 3-5 shows TG curves of kaolinite and the products. The TG curve of kaolinite exhibited 
a mass loss of 10.8 % due to structural dihydroxylation (Figure 3-5a). This mass loss showed overlapping 
of the TG curves of Kaol-DMSO and the products. The TG curve of Kaol-DMSO showed the mass loss 
of 10.0 % at 100-200 C, which is similar to mass loss ranges of other intercalation compounds with 
small molecules such as N-methylformamide and urea (<200 C).25 The TG curve of Kaol-TBPBr (Figure 
3-5c) exhibited a mass loss of 36.0 % at 300-600 C (Figure 3-5b). The TG curve of Kaol-TPhPBr (Figure 
3-5d) exhibited a mass loss of 27.8 % at 350-600 C. The TG curve of Kaol-TBABr exhibited a mass 
loss of 23.5 % at 200-300 C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4. 13C CP MAS NMR spectra of (a) Kaol-DMSO, (b) Kaol-TBPBr (solid line) and TBPBr 
(dotted line), (c) Kaol-TPhPBr (solid line) and TPhPBr (dotted line) (spinning side bands are 
remarked with asterisks) and (d) Kaol-TBABr (solid line) and TBABr (dotted line). 
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The phosphorus contents of Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TPhPBr estimated by ICP analysis were 1.5 
and 0.90 mass %, respectively. The nitrogen content of Kaol-TBABr estimated by elemental analysis 
was 0.34 mass %. The bromine contents of Kaol-TBPBr, Kaol-TPhPBr and Kaol-TBABr estimated by IC 
analysis were 3.7, 2.3 and 1.9 mass %, respectively. Based on these elemental and IC analyses, the Br/P 
molar ratios of both Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TPhPBr were estimated at 0.96 and 0.98, respectively, and 
the Br/N molar ratio of Kaol-TBABr was estimated at 0.97. The kaolinite used in this study had cation 
exchange properties (CEC: 2.5 meq/100 g clay) due to the cation-exchange at the particle edge.26 The 
present Br/P and Br/N were thus likely slightly smaller than the ideal Br/P and Br/N molar ratios, unity, 
with the differences within the range of the CEC. Based on the bromine contents, meanwhile, the molar 
ratios of salts to kaolinite (salts/Al2Si2O5(OH)4) in Kaol-TBPBr, Kaol-TPhPBr and Kaol-TBABr were 
estimated at 0.16, 0.11 and 0.070, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 3-5, TG curves of (a) kaolinite, (b) Kaol-DMSO, (c) Kaol-TBPBr, (d) Kaol-TPhPBr and (e) Kaol-
TBABr. 
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Washing of Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TBABr by refluxing in organic solvents 
 Figure 3-6 shows XRD patterns of Kaol-TBPBr upon refluxing in methanol, acetone, toluene 
and ethanol. In the XRD pattern of Kaol-TBPBr_MeOH (Figure 3-6b), the diffraction line due to Kaol-
TBPBr with a d value of 1.53 nm disappeared and a new diffraction line with a d value of 1.43 nm appeared. 
In the XRD pattern of Kaol-TBPBr_acetone, the diffraction line due to Kaol-TBPBr with a d value of 1.53 
nm was slightly broadened (Figure 3-6c). In the XRD pattern of Kaol-TBPBr_toluene, the diffraction line 
due to Kaol-TBPBr with a d value of 1.53 nm was scarcely changed (Figure 3-6d). In the XRD patterns of 
Kaol-TBPBr_ethanol, whereas the diffraction line due to Kaol-TBPBr with a d value of 1.53 nm was 
observed, the relative intensity of the diffraction line with a d value of 1.53 nm decreased more with 
respect to the diffraction line due to kaolinite with a d value of 0.72 nm decreased than that of Kaol-
TBPBr (Figure 3-6e). 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
It should be noted that when TBPBr or TBABr were added to one of the four organic solvents, 
methanol, acetone, toluene or ethanol, a clear solution was easily obtained, indicating sufficient solubility 
of TBPBr and TBABr in these solvents. 
Figure 3-6. XRD patterns of (a) kaolinite (dotted line) and Kaol-TBPBr upon refluxing in (b) methanol, 
(c) acetone, (d) toluene and (e) ethanol (solid line). 
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Figure 3-7 shows the XRD patterns of Kaol-TBABr upon refluxing in methanol, acetone, toluene 
and ethanol. The diffraction line due to Kaol-TBABr with a d value of 1.51 nm disappeared in all the washed 
products (Figure 3-7). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Preparation of intercalation compounds 
The XRD patterns (Figure 3-1), IR spectra in the OH stretching region (Figure 3-2), 29Si CP/MAS 
NMR spectra (Figure 3-3) of Kaol-TBPBr, Kaol-TPhPBr and Kaol-TBABr show expansion of the basal 
spacings by guest species. As concerns these guest species, the 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra suggest the 
presence of organic cations with the removal of pre-intercalated DMSO or organic salts (Figure 3-4), 
and the Br/P and Br/N ratios strongly suggest the presence of equal amounts of organic cations and 
bromide ions in these products with the presence of additional cations on the edges of the kaolinite 
particles. The thermal decomposition behavior of Kaol-TBPBr showed significant difference from that of 
Kaol-DMSO (Figures 3-5b and c). In addition, the starting temperatures of thermal decomposition were 
higher for Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TPhPBr than for Kaol-TBABr (Figures 3-5c-e). These results indicate 
the intercalation of these salts, TBPBr, TPhPBr and TBABr between the layers of kaolinite with the 
removal of the pre-intercalated molecules or salts forming the intercalation compounds of kaolinite. It 
Figure 3-7. XRD patterns of kaolinite (dotted line) and Kaol-TBABr upon refluxing in (b) methanol, 
(c)acetone, (d) toluene and (e) ethanol (solid line). 
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should be noted that the values of basal spacings of Kaol-TBPBr, 1.53 nm, and Kaol-TBABr, 1.51 nm, were 
close to the basal spacing range of the kaolinite nanoscrolls-TBABr intercalation compound, 1.5-1.7 nm.6 
As concerns interactions between the kaolinite layers and the intercalated salts, TBPBr, TPhPBr and 
TBABr, the weak interactions between interlayer hydroxyl groups and these intercalated salts are likely 
based on the IR spectra in the OH stretching region of Kaol-TBPBr, Kaol-TPhPBr and Kaol-TBABr 
(Figures 3-2d-f). This is suggested by the close similarity between the present profiles and those of the 
previous kaolinite-benzylalkylammonium salt intercalation compounds, in which the weak interactions 
between interlayer hydroxyl groups and the intercalated salts were present.20 Weak hydrogen bonds 
between interlayer hydroxy groups of kaolinite and bromine anions of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
bromide were, moreover, reported in a previous theoretical study of a kaolinite-1-ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium bromide intercalation compound.27 As for TBABr/Kaol-DMSO, the lack of a diffraction 
line due to the expanded basal spacing in its XRD pattern (Figure 3-1d) and the close similarity between 
its IR spectrum and that of kaolinite in the OH stretching region (Figures 3-2a and c) reveal no 
intercalation of TBABr between the layers of kaolinite using Kaol-DMSO as an intermediate and 
deintercalation of DMSO from the layers of kaolinite. 
In general, liquid guests or solutions with high guests contents are used for proceeding of 
intercalation reaction of kaolinite.1-4 In the previous study, a salt exchange reaction of intercalated KOAc 
and KDP was proceeded using a saturated aqueous solution of KDP.7 This chapter, on the contrary, 
employed 60 wt% organic salt methanolic solutions which can further dissolve another organic salt 
instead of their saturated solutions. Thus, the use of an unsaturated solution containing a sufficient 
amount of salt leads to a salt exchange reaction of intercalated TBPBr with TPhPBr or that of 
intercalated TPhPBr with TBABr. Such salt exchange reactions between organic salts would be, 
therefore, utilized for intercalation of other organophosphonium and organoammonium salts 
Differences in the stability with respect to heat treatment of Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TBABr 
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The TG curve of Kaol-TBPBr showed a mass loss at 300-400 C, while the TG curve of Kaol-
TBABr showed a mass loss at 200-300 C. It is well-known that organophosphonium salts exhibit much 
higher thermal stability than the corresponding organoammonium salts8-9, for which the following three 
reasons have been proposed: first, the P-C bonds in organophosphonium salts are more covalent than 
the N-C bonds in organoammonium salts10; second, the empty d orbitals of the central phosphorus atoms 
contribute to a greater increase in bond strength between the phosphorus cations and counter anions 
in organophosphonium salts while no d orbital is available for nitrogen atoms in organoammonium salts10, 
28-30; and third, less volatile species such as polyphosphate, phosphine and phosphine oxide-based 
compounds are formed upon thermal decomposition of organoammonium salts.10,28-30 As regards the 
decomposition mechanisms, some reactions for the decomposition of intercalated organophosphonium 
and organoammonium ions in the interlayer spaces of montmorillonite have been proposed by Vaia and 
co-workers.11,12 The central phosphorus atoms of organophosphonium ions were less affected by the 
decomposition reactions than the central nitrogen atoms in organoammonium ions, due to the larger 
steric tolerance of central phosphorus atoms than central nitrogen.11 
 
Differences with stability with respect to solvent treatment of Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TBABr 
In the XRD patterns (Figure 3-1), the lack of major difference in d values of Kaol-TBPBr, 1.53 nm 
and Kaol-TBABr, 1.51 nm was observed. The diffraction lines due to the expanded basal spacing of 
kaolinite in Kaol-TBPBr refluxed in solvents were still observed, while the diffraction line due to Kaol-
TBABr disappeared completely in the XRD patterns of Kaol-TBABr refluxed in solvents. This indicates 
that TBABr, which was present between the layers of kaolinite, had been deintercalated. Thus, Kaol-
TBPBr is relatively stable toward refluxing in organic solvents as compared to Kaol-TBABr. In the previous 
study, CnH2n+1N(CH3)3Cl (n = 12, 14, 16) and CnH2n+1N(CH3)3Br (n = 12, 14) between the layers of MeO-Kaol 
were deintercalated upon washing with ethanol at room temperature.6 The increased intensity of the 
diffraction line at 0.72 nm accompanying the decrease in intensity of the diffraction line at 1.53 nm (Figure 
6e) suggests that Kaol-TBPBr was less stable when refluxed with ethanol than with methanol, acetone 
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or toluene, Kaol-TBPBr, on the other hand, is more stable with respect to ethanol than the previously 
reported kaolinite-CnH2n+1N(CH3)3Cl (n = 12, 14, 16) and kaolinite-CnH2n+1N(CH3)3Br (n = 12, 14) intercalation 
compounds.6 
 Based on the unit cell parameters of kaolinite (a = 0.515, b = 0.894 nm and γ = 89.8)31 and the 
chemical composition of kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4), the surface area for Al2Si2O5(OH)4 (note that the unit 
cell corresponds to Al4Si4O10(OH)8) was estimated at 0.23 nm2 (= 0.515 × sin(89.8) × 0.894/2). In 
consideration of the galley heights of 0.81 nm (= 1.53 nm - 0.72 nm) for Kaol-TBPBr and 0.79 nm (= 1.51 
nm – 0.72 nm) for Kaol-TBABr, the volume of nanospaces per Al2Si2O5(OH)4 of Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-
TBABr, whose shapes can be regarded as a parallelepiped, were estimated at 0.19 and 0.18 nm3, 
respectively. It should be noted that diffraction lines at 0.72 nm due to unexpanded kaolinite layers were 
clearly observed in all the XRD patterns (Figure 3-1), because kaolinite generally contains unexpanded 
layers.1 Based on the peak areas in the diffraction lines at 1.53, 1.51 and 0.72 nm in their XRD patterns 
(Figures 3-1c and f), the ratio of the expanded layers to all kaolinite layers (the expanded layers/all 
kaolinite layers) in Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TBABr were estimated at approximately 0.69 and 0.50, 
respectively. In consideration of these ratios, the actual volumes of the two-dimensional nanospaces per 
Al2Si2O5(OH)4 of Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TBABr were estimated at approximately 0.13 nm3 and 0.090 nm3, 
respectively. On the other hand, the length of the butyl chain was estimated at approximately 0.53 nm 
(= 0.127× 3 + 0.15 nm)32. The volumes of the TBP and TBA cations, whose shapes can be regarded as 
spheres, were thus estimated at approximately 0.90 nm3. Based on the ionic radius of bromine (0.196 
nm)33, the volume of bromide ions, whose shape can be regarded as spheres, is estimated at 
approximately 0.032 nm3. In consideration of these volumes and the molar ratios of salts to kaolinite 
(salts/Al2Si2O5(OH)4), 0.016 for Kaol-TBPBr and 0.070 for Kaol-TBABr, the actual volumes of TBPBr and 
TBABr in two-dimensional nanospaces per Al2Si2O5(OH)4 were estimated at 0.064 and 0.027 nm3, 
respectively. In consideration of the actual volumes of two-dimensional nanospaces per Al2Si2O5(OH)4 
of Kaol-TBPBr and Kaol-TBABr, 0.13 nm3, and 0.090 nm3, respectively, the volume ratios of TBPBr and 
TBABr in two-dimensional nanospaces per Al2Si2O5(OH)4 were estimated at 49 and 30 %, respectively. 
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Thus, the TBP and Br ions are more densely packed between the layers of kaolinite than TBA and Br 
ions. It could be assumed that the ions are distributed homogeneously and that the closest ions have 
opposite charges, although the arrangements of organic cations and bromide ions between the layers 
of kaolinite are not clear. The average distances between TBP cations and bromide anions are thus likely 
shorter than those between TBA cations and bromide anions. In general, when the distances between 
positive and negative charges are closer, their attraction forces are larger (F = k q1q2 / r2, where F is force, 
k is a constant and q1 and q2 are charges).34 Since their attraction forces are negative values, the closer 
positions of positive and negative charges indicate a stronger interaction between positive and negative 
charges. The diffusion of TBP+ and Br- between the layers of Kaol-TBPBr could thus be slower and 
require additional time for full deintercalation of ions upon reflux with solvents. On the other hand, it is 
also possible that TBP+ and Br- between the layers of Kaol-TBPBr and TBA+ and Br- between the layers 
of Kaol-TBABr are present as ion pairs. Since TBPBr are more densely packed than TBABr, the distance 
between individual TBPBr ion pairs at the interlayers of Kaol-TBPBr was smaller than between individual 
TBABr ion pairs at the interlayers of Kaol-TBABr. The diffusion of organic solvents between the layers 
of Kao-TBPBr could thus be slower than between the layers of Kaol-TBABr, leading to slower 
deintercalation of TBPBr, leading to slower deintercalation of TBPBr. 
 
Morphologies of Kaol-TBPBr, Kaol-TPhPBr, Kaol-TBABr and the products of Kaol-TBPBr organic solvent 
treatments 
 Figure 3-8 shows FE-SEM images of kaolinite, Kaol-DMSO and the products. In the FE-SEM 
images of Kaol-TBPBr (Figure 3-8c), a limited number of tubes was observed, while hexagonal plate-like 
particles similar to those of kaolinite and Kaol-DMSO were observed more frequently (Figures 3-8a and 
b). Tubular morphology was also observed to a limited extent in FE-SEM images of Kaol-TPhPBr and 
Kaol-TBABr (Figures 3-8d and e). In the previous study, well-defined tubes were formed upon exfoliation 
and subsequent rolling up of kaolinite layers via intercalation of appropriate alkyltrimethylammonium 
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salts between the layers of MeO-Kaol.6 The XRD patters of these previous products with tubular 
morphology indicated that the (020) diffraction lines, which correspond to the lateral dimensional 
structures of kaolinite layers, were shifted to a slightly higher 2θ angle region than those of kaolinite and 
MeO-Kaol.6 The XRD patters of these products, tube-like morphology of kaolinites exhibited that the 
(020) diffraction lines, which correspond to the lateral dimensional structures of kaolinite layers, were 
shifted slightly to higher 2θ angle region as compared to those of kaolinite and MeO-Kaol.6 By contrast, 
the 2θ values of the (020) diffraction lines of the present products were similar to those of kaolinite and 
Kaol-DMSO (Figure 3-9). In addition, no notable differences were observed in FE-SEM images of 
untreated Kaol-TBPBr (Figure 3-8c) and those of Kaol-TBPBr after refluxing organic solvents (Figure 3-
10), indicating no additional exfoliation and subsequent rolling up of kaolinite layers refluxing Kaol-TBPBr 
in organic solvents. In the present study, the morphological conversion from hexagonal kaolinite particles 
to tubes was therefore extremely limited, indicating that the present results can be interpreted based on 
intercalation reactions. 
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Figure 3-8. FE-SEM images of (a) kaolinite, (b) Kaol-DMSO, (c) Kaol-TBPBr (white arrows indicate 
tubes), (d) Kaol-TPhPBr and (e) Kaol-TBABr. 
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Figure 3-9. XRD patterns of (a) kaolinite, (b) Kaol-DMSO, (c) Kaol-TBPBr, (d) Kaol-TPhPBr and (e) 
Kaol-TBABr in 19.5-22.5 two θ angle region. 
. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-10. FE-SEM images of Kaol-TBPBr upon refluxing in (a) methanol, (b) acetone, (c) toluene 
and (d) ethanol. 
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3-4. Summary 
Chapter 3 has demonstrated preparation of a kaolinite-tetrabutylphosphonium bromide 
intercalation compound (Kaol-TBPBr) and compared its stability with respect to heat and solvent 
treatment to that of a kaolinite-tetrabutylammonium bromide intercalation compound (Kaol-TBABr). First, 
TBPBr was intercalated between the layers of kaolinite via a reaction between TBPBr melt and 
intermediate Kaol-DMSO. Next, TBABr was intercalated between the layers of kaolinite via a reaction 
in a TBABr methanolic solution with Kaol-TPhPBr as an intermediate, which was prepared by a reaction 
of a TPhPBr methanolic solution with Kaol-TBPBr as an intermediate. Direct intercalation of TBABr 
between the layers of kaolinite using Kaol-DMSO as an intermediate was unsuccessful. The XRD 
pattern, 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra, and the Br/P and Br/N molar ratios of the products reveal the 
formation of kaolinite-salt intercalation compounds with complete removal of pre-intercalated molecules 
or salts. As concern stability with respect to heat treatment, the starting thermal decomposition 
temperature of Kaol-TBPBr was higher by 100 C than that of Kaol-TBABr. As concerns stability with 
respect to refluxing treatment of four organic solvents, methanol, acetone, toluene and ethanol, for 1 day, 
TBPBr was found to remain between the kaolinite layers, while TBABr was easily deintercalated from 
them. These results clearly indicate that Kaol-TBPBr was more stable when subjected to heat and 
solvent treatments than Kaol-TBABr. Since intercalation compounds of kaolinite with small molecules 
generally showed low stability with respect to heat and solvent treatments4, the stability of Kaol-TBPBr 
is very unique. The present results therefore demonstrate that a Kaol-TBPBr is useful as an intermediate 
for further reactions such as interlayer grafting of kaolinite, which requires rather high temperatures, 
with preservation of the expanded basal spacing.  
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4-1. Introduction 
In general, both sides of each layer of organically-modified layered inorganic solids are 
equivalently modified with appropriate molecules such as silane coupling agents, alcohols and 
phosphonic acids.1-3 By contrast, the use of asymmetrical layers of kaolinite, which consists of an 
AlO2(OH)4 octahedral sheet and a SiO4 tetrahedral sheet, with different reactivities for interlayer grafting 
of layered inorganic solids could lead to selective surface modification of AlO2(OH)4 surfaces.4-7 To date, 
interlayer grafting of kaolinite with alcohols, diols and two kinds of alkoxysilanes has been achieved.4-7 
Since chapter 2 revealed that triethylphosphine oxide (TEPO), an organophosphorus compound 
bearing a phosphoryl (P=O) group, was intercalated between the layers of kaolinite by hydrogen bonding 
involving the phosphoryl group to form intercalation compounds, interlayer grafting reactions between 
kaolinite and phosphorous coupling agents seem to be possible. Attempts to graft phenylphosphonic 
acid bearing POH and phosphoryl (P=O) groups via reactions with interlayer aluminol (AlOH) groups in 
water/acetone mixtures have been unsuccessful8-10, however, because strong acidity (pKa1 = 1.83)11 
causes decomposition of the AlO2(OH)4 octahedral sheets of kaolinite.10 Since alumina surfaces were 
successfully modified with organophosphonic acid diesters without causing decomposition of alumina12, 
it might be possible to modify the aluminol surfaces of kaolinite by means of phosphorus coupling agents 
bearing P=O with no POH groups. Decomposition of the kaolinite layers occurred upon surface 
modification with trimethylphosphate (PO(OCH3)3; TMP), a phosphoric acid triester bearing P=O groups 
but no POH groups, however, due to the appearance of POH groups with hydrolysis.13 
Here, chapter 4 describes interlayer grafting of kaolinite using TMP. After intercalation of TMP 
between the layers of MeO-Kaol by dispersing MeO-Kaol in TMP at room temperature, grafting of TMP 
between the layers of kaolinite was achieved via a condensation reaction between TMP molecules and 
interlayer surface aluminol groups by heat treatment of MeO-Kaol in TMP at 150 °C (Scheme 1). Special 
attention has been paid to controling the amount of water during in the interlayer grafting process. 
Interlayer grafting of kaolinite by TMP at 150 °C is demonstrated through a comparison of the 
characteristics of these two products.  
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4-2. Experimental 
General Information 
The XRD patterns were recorded on a Rigaku Smart Lab 3kW diffractometer operated at 30 
mA and 40 kV with monochrometric Cu Kα radiation. The solid-state 13C, 29Si, 27Al, 31P and 1H nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on a JEOL ECX-400 spectrometer at 100.52, 103.15, 
79.42, 161.83 and 399.78 MHz, respectively. The solid-state 13C NMR spectra were obtained using cross-
polarization (CP) and magic angle spinning (MAS) techniques with a contact time of 1.5 ms and a spinning 
rate of 8 kHz. The solid-state 29Si NMR spectra were obtained using CP and MAS techniques with a 
contact time of 1.5 ms and a spinning rate of 10 kHz. The solid-state 27Al NMR spectra were obtained 
using a MAS technique with a pulse delay of 1 s and a spinning rate of 8 kHz. The solid-state 31P NMR 
spectra were obtained using a MAS technique with a pulse delay of 20 s and a spinning rate of 8 kHz. 
The solid-state 1H NMR spectra were obtained with a MAS technique with a pulse delay of 15 s and a 
spinning rate of 8 kHz. The liquid-state 31P NMR spectrum was obtained with a JEOL ECX-500 
spectrometer at 202.47 MHz. The Fourier-transform infrared spectra (KBr disk method) were recorded 
on a Shimadzu FT-8200 spectrophotometer with a resolution of 2.0 cm-1. Scanning electron micrographs 
(SEM) were obtained with a Hitachi S-2380N microscope. Prior to the measurements, the samples were 
coated with gold. Thermogravimetry (TG) curves were recorded on a Rigaku TG-8120 thermobalance at 
a heating rate of 10 °C min-1. Elemental analysis was conducted with a Perkin-Elmer PE2400II instrument. 
Inductively-coupled plasma (ICP) emission spectrometry was performed with an Agilent Technology 
Scheme 4-1. Overview of the present intercalation of TMP between the layers of kaolinite and its grafting. 
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ICP-OES 5200 spectrometer after dissolving the sample in HNO3 (10 mass %) for 1-2 h with 
ultrasonication after discomposing it in molten lithium tetraborate at 1000 C for 15 min. 
 
Materials 
Kaolinite was obtained from the Clay Science Society of Japan (reference clay JCSS-1011, 
Kanpaku mine, Tochigi, Japan). TMP and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) were obtained from Wako Pure 
Chemical Ind., Ltd. Methanol, ethanol, and 1,4-dioxane were obtained from Kanto Chemical Co., Inc. N-
methylformamide (NMF) was obtained from TCI Co., Ltd. Chloroform-d was obtained from Merck & Co., 
Inc. All chemicals were used without further purification. MeO-Kaol was prepared from a kaolinite-NMF 
intercalation compound8 and methanol by modifying the previously-reported procedure.14 A kaolinite-
NMF intercalation compound was dispersed in fresh methanol and the resultant dispersion was shaken 
for 30 min, and this operation was repeated for the resultant solid 20 times to obtain the product. When 
the product was wet by methanol, most of the surface was white, but some brown surface portions were 
also present. The brown portions contained impurities such as quartz and alunite and were separated 
out, and the residual white portion was designated MeO-Kaol in the present study. The chemical 
composition of MeO-Kaol was estimated to be approximately Al2Si2O5(OH)3.85(OCH3)0.15･0.22H2O based 
on the TG result and the carbon content (0.68 mass %) by CHN analysis. 
 
Sample preparation 
Intercalation of TMP between layers of kaolinite 
All the operation was performed in air. MeO-Kaol (25 mg) was dispersed in TMP (50 mL) at 
room temperature, and the solid was subsequently centrifugated at 2500 rpm for 10 min. The resultant 
solid was washed with a small amount of 1,4-dioxane and dried under reduced pressure for 1 h 
(TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT). The solid after dispersing of MeO-Kaol in TMP for 1 day was centrifugated and 
washed in a similar fashion (TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT_1_day). TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT was washed with an excess 
of ethanol to confirm the intercalation reaction of kaolinite.  
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 The deintercalation of TMP was performed by extraction: TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (20 mg) was 
dispersed in chloroform-d (1 mL), and the resulting dispersion was stirred for 1 h. The supernatant was 
separated by centrifugation (TMP_ext_CDCl3). 
 
Interlayer grafting of kaolinite using TMP 
The MeO-Kaol (50 mg) was dispersed in TMP (100 mL) in air. The dispersion was then heated 
at 150 °C for 1 day under a nitrogen atmosphere, and the solid was centrifugated at 2500 rpm for 10 min. 
The resultant solid was dispersed in methanol, and was centrifugated at 2500 rpm for 1 min. This 
procedure was repeated three times, and the resultant solid (TMP/MeO-Kaol_150) was dried at 120 °C 
for 1 h. The TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 was then washed with an excess of ethanol or water to study its stability.   
 
The reaction of a kaolinite-DMSO intercalation compound (Kaol-DMSO) with TMP 
 Kaol-DMSO was prepared as reported in a previous study.15 Kaol-DMSO (1.0 g) was refluxed in 
TMP (5 mL) under nitrogen atmosphere for 1 day, and the solid was separated and washed in a fashion 
similar to that of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. 
 
4-3. Results and Discussion  
Characterization of the products 
At first, Kaol-DMSO which has been a versatile intermediate for intercalation chemistry of 
kaolinite4-7 was used, but the attempt was failed. The XRD pattern of the product showed the diffraction 
line with a d value of 0.88 nm which mostly likely corresponds to the reported phase crystallized via the 
decomposition reaction of kaolinite by TMP.13 Thus, MeO-Kaol was utilized as an intermediate in this 
chapter. 
Figure 4-1 shows XRD patterns of the products. In the XRD pattern of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT 
(Figure 4-1b), the diffraction line due to MeO-Kaol with a d value of 0.86 nm disappeared and a new 
diffraction line with a d value of 1.28 nm appeared, indicating an increase in the basal spacing from 0.86 
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to 1.28 nm. In the XRD pattern of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figure 4-1c), the diffraction line due to MeO-Kaol 
at d = 0.86 nm disappeared and a new diffraction line appeared at d = 1.12 nm, indicating an increase in 
the basal spacing from 0.86 to 1.12 nm. A diffraction line of unreacted kaolinite was observed at d = 0.72 
nm in all the XRD patterns, a result consistent with the common feature of intercalation and organic 
derivatization of kaolinite.4,5 It should be noted that the XRD patterns of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT_1_day was 
closely similar to that of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (Figure 4-2), indicating that 10 min is sufficient for 
intercalation at room temperature. The diffraction line at 1.28 nm assignable to TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT 
disappeared and a diffraction line with a d value of 0.86 nm appeared upon washing of TMP/MeO-
Kaol_RT with an excess of ethanol, showing most likely the presence of MeO-Kaol (Figure 4-3a). By 
contrast, the diffraction line due to TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 with a d value of 1.12 nm was scarcely affected 
by washing of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 with an excess of ethanol or water (Figures 4-3b and c). The stability 
of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 with respect to washing is much higher than that of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-1. XRD patterns of (a) MeO-Kaol, (b) TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. 
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Figure 4-3. XRD patterns of (a) TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT washed wih an excess ethanol, (b) TMP/MeO-
Kaol_150 washed with an excess ethanol and (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 washed with an excess water. 
Figure 4-2. XRD pattern of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT_1_day. 
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Figure 4-4 shows the XRD patterns of the products in the 2θ range of 3-70°. The (060) 
diffraction line of kaolinite16, which corresponds to the lateral dimensional structure of kaolinite layers, 
was observed at the same position (2θ = 62.2°) in the XRD patterns of kaolinite, MeO-Kaol and 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. In addition, the relative intensity of the (060) diffraction line in the profile of 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figure 4-4c) was similar to those in MeO-Kaol and kaolinite (Figures 4-3a and b). 
On the other hand, while the 0.72-nm diffraction lines due to unreacted kaolinite layers clearly remained, 
the intensities of the 0.72-nm diffraction lines were lower than those of the 0.86-nm and 1.12-nm 
diffraction lines in the XRD patterns of MeO-Kaol and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150, respectively (Figures 4-1a 
and c). Thus, both expanded and unexpanded layers contributed to the (060) diffraction lines of MeO-
Kaol and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 with that of expanded kaolinite layers were likely to be dominant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5 shows the 29Si CP/MAS NMR spectra of kaolinite, MeO-Kaol and the products. In 
the spectrum of kaolinite (Figure 4-5a), a doublet was clearly observed at -90.7 ppm and -91.3 ppm and 
was assignable to the Q3 environments.17 In the spectrum of MeO-Kaol (Figure 4-5b), a doublet was also 
observed at -90.7 ppm and -91.3 ppm along with a weak shoulder at -91.6 ppm (Figure 4-5b). In the 
Figure 4-4. The XRD patterns of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol and (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 in the 2θ 
range of 3-70°. 
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previous report, the signal of MeO-Kaol was observed at a position shifted slightly upfield from that of 
kaolnite.17 In the spectra of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figures 4-5c and d), shoulders 
were observed at -92.3 and -92.5 ppm with a doublet (at -90.7 ppm and -91.3 ppm), respectively, results 
slightly different from the spectra of kaolinite and MeO-Kaol. The intercalation compounds of kaolinite 
exhibit upfield signals with a Q3 doublet, and these signals are assignable to the shifted Q3 signals, 
possibly due to the following reasons: 1) reduced interaction between the kaolinite layers due to the 
separation of the kaolinite layers and to the weaker interactions between the tetrahedral sheets of 
kaolinite and the intercalated molecules than those between pristine kaolinite layers18; 2) distortion of 
the silicon environment caused by structural stress on the tetrahedral sheets by guest molecules.19-22 
Since the guest species are also present between the layers of organically-modified kaolinites, the 
upfield signals with a Q3 doublet of organically-modified kaolinites are also assignable to shifted Q3 
signals, and the reasons for the Q3 signal shifts are likely similar to the reasons for the shifts observed 
for the intercalation compounds of kaolinite. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5. 29Si CP MAS NMR spectra of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol, (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and (d) 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. 
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Figure 4-6 shows IR spectra in the OH stretching regions of kaolinite, MeO-Kaol and the 
products. In the spectrum of kaolinite (Figure 4-6a), four OH stretching bands were clearly observed at 
3696, 3670, 3653 and 3620 cm-1. The 3620 cm-1 band, which is assignable to inner-layer aluminols1, is 
not affected, while the 3696, 3670 and 3653 cm-1 bands, which are assignable to inter-layer aluminols1, 
are affected by expansion of the distance between the layers of kaolinite through intercalation reactions 
and interlayer modification by grafting reactions; the relative intensities of the bands at 3696, 3670 and 
3653 cm-1 with respect to that of the band at 3620 cm-1 can be decreased compared with those in the 
spectrum of kaolinite. When intercalated molecules and grafted functional groups are hydrogen-bonded 
to inter-layer aluminols, the hydrogen-bonded aluminols exhibit additional bands at lower wavenumbers 
in the previous reports18,23 and chapter 2. In the spectrum of MeO-Kaol (Figure 4-6b), compared with the 
spectrum of kaolinite (Figure 4-6a), the relative intensities of the bands at 3696, 3670 and 3653 cm-1 
with respect to that of the band at 3620 cm-1 decreased with the appearance of the band at 3540 cm-1. 
These observations are similar to those presented in the previous report.1 In the IR spectrum of 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (Figure 4-6c), the relative intensities of the bands at 3696, 3670 and 3653 cm-1 with 
respect to that of the band at 3620 cm-1 were decreased as compared to those in the spectrum of MeO-
Kaol (Figure 4-6b), with the appearance of new bands at 3598 and 3550 cm-1. In the spectrum of 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figure 4-6d), the relative intensities of the bands at 3696, 3670 and 3653 cm-1 with 
respect to the band at 3620 cm-1 were scarcely changed as compared to those in the spectrum of MeO-
Kaol (Figure 4-6b), with the appearance of a new shoulder at around 3600 cm-1 and the disappearance 
of the band at 3540 cm-1. These results indicate the hydrogen bonding between interlayer aluminols and 
guest species between the layers of kaolinite in both TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. In 
particular, the bands at 3540 cm-1 in the spectrum of MeO-Kaol and at 3550 cm-1 in the spectrum of 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT indicate the presence of strong hydrogen bonds. It should be noted that the band 
at 3550 cm-1 was assignable to the interactions between aluminols of kaolinite and the intercalated water 
molecules in MeO-Kaol.18 
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Figures 4-7 shows IR spectra of kaolinite, MeO-Kaol and the products in the 4000-500 cm -1 
region. The IR spectra of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figures 4-7c and d) showed the 
following adsorption bands, all of which were observed at the same wavenumbers as those in the 
spectrum of TMP (Figure 4-7e): C-H stretching bands24,25 at 2976, 2944, 2914 and 2886 cm-1 and a C-H 
deformation band24,25 at 1454 cm-1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-7. IR spectra of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol, (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT, (d) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 
and (e) TMP. 
. 
 
 
Figure 4-6. IR spectra of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol, (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT, (d) TMP/MeO-Kao_150l 
and (e) TMP. 
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Figure 4-8 shows IR spectra of kaolinite, MeO-Kaol and the products in the 1400-1000 cm-1 
region. The IR spectra of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 showed P-O-C stretching 
bands26,27 at 1187 cm-1 (Figures 4-8c and d). The band assignable to the P=O stretching mode was 
observed at 1269 cm-1 in the spectrum of TMP26-27 (Figure 4-8e), while a new band at 1240 cm-1 and a 
shoulder at 1220 cm-1 with disappearance of the band at 1269 cm-1 in the spectra of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT 
and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figures 4-8c and d), respectively.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-9 shows 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of MeO-Kaol and the products. In the spectrum 
of MeO-Kaol (Figure 4-9a), one signal was clearly observed at 51 ppm and was assignable to the methoxy 
groups in MeO-Kaol.14 In the spectrum of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (Figure 4-8b), besides the signal at 51 ppm 
due to methoxy groups in MeO-Kaol, a new signal was observed at 57 ppm. Since this value was close 
to the chemical shifts in the 13C NMR spectra of TMP in various solvents (53-54 ppm)26-27, this signal is 
assignable to the methoxy groups bounded to phosphorus. In the spectrum of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 
(Figure 4-9c), the signal at 51 ppm due to methoxy groups in MeO-Kaol disappeared and only one signal 
was observed at 57 ppm. 
 
 
Figure 4-8. IR spectra of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol, (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT, (d) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 
and (e) TMP. 
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Figure 4-10 shows TG curves of MeO-Kaol and the products. In the TG curve of MeO-Kaol, a 
mass loss was observed at 400-600 C and was assignable to dehydroxylation (Figure 4-10a). In the 
previous report, since the methoxy groups were stable at above 350 C, the mass loss due to the 
methoxy groups in another methoxy derivative of kaolinite with a chemical formula of 
Al2Si2O5(OH)3.13(OCH3)0.87, whose methoxy content was larger than that of the present MeO-Kaol 
(Al2Si2O5(OH)3.85(OCH3)0.15) ･0.22H2O, was not detected in the TG curve.29 Thus, the mass loss due to 
methoxy groups in MeO-Kaol was likely to overlap the mass loss due to dehydroxylation (Figure 4-10a). 
In the TG curve of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (Figure 4-9b), a mass loss was observed in the temperature range 
of 50-180 C, which is below the boiling point of TMP (197 C), besides the mass loss due to 
dehydroxylation.29 In the TG curve of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figure 4-10c), on the other hand, a mass loss 
was observed in the temperature range of 350-400 C, which is much higher than the boiling point of 
TMP (197 C)30, in addition to the mass loss of dehydroxylation.29 
 
 
 
Figure 4-9. 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of (a) MeO-Kaol, (b) TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and (c) TMP/MeO-
Kaol_150. 
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The carbon contents of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 obtained from elemental 
analysis were 3.0 and 2.2 mass %, respectively. The phosphorus contents of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 estimated by ICP analysis, on the contrary, were 2.6 and 3.3 mass %, respectively. 
Based on these results, the C/P molar ratios of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 are 
estimated at 3.0 and 1.7, respectively. It should be noted that the C/P molar ratio of the TMP molecule is 
3.  
Figure 4-11 shows solid-state 1H MAS NMR spectra of kaolinite, MeO-Kaol and TMP/MeO-
Kaol_150. In the spectrum of kaolinite (Figure 4-11a), a signal at 2.2 ppm and a broad signal at around 4 
ppm were observed. Whereas the signal at around 2 ppm is assignable to the inner-layer aluminols of 
kaolinite, the signal at around 4 ppm is assignable to the inter-layer aluminols of kaolinite.31.32 In the 
spectrum of MeO-Kaol, while the signal at 2.2 ppm due to inner-layer aluminols was also observed, the 
additional signal at 3.5 ppm, which is likely assignable to methyl protons in the methoxy groups based 
on the solid-state 1H NMR results for methoxylation of silica33, and the broad signal at around 4 ppm 
were shifted slightly upfield from that of kaolinite. In the previous report, the upfield shifted signal was 
assignable to unreacted inter-layer aluminol groups.34 In the spectrum of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150, compared 
Figure 4-10. TG curves of (a) MeO-Kaol, (b) TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. 
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with the spectra of kaolinite and MeO-Kaol, new signals at 4.4 and 0.6 ppm were observed along with 
the signal at 2.2 ppm (Figure 4-11c). The signal at 4.4 ppm is likely assignable to the methoxy groups in 
TMP (Figure 4-11c). Thus, the broad signal at around 4 ppm due to the inter-layer aluminols of kaolinite 
and the surface methoxy groups of MeO-Kaol, which was observed in the spectrum of MeO-Kaol, was 
likely overlapped with the signal at 4.4 ppm in the spectrum of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figure 4-11c). In the 
previous study, signals due to POH groups of monomeric phosphoric acid moieties grafted onto γ-Al2O3 
were observed at 1.1 and 0.6 ppm.35 In the present study, the signal at 0.6 ppm in the spectrum of 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figure 4-11c) is thus assignable to protons in POH groups, indicating the presence 
of POH groups in TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-12 shows 31P MAS NMR spectra of the products. In the spectrum of TMP/MeO-
Kaol_RT, one signal was clearly observed at 0.8 ppm, indicating the presence of one phosphorus 
environment in TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT. In the spectrum of TMP/MeO-kaol_150, a doublet (at 3.6 and 1.4 
ppm) was clearly observed, indicating the presence of two phosphorous environments. 
 
Figure 4-11. 1H MAS NMR spectra of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol and (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. 
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In order to identify the guest species in TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT, the liquid-state 31P NMR of the 
extracted guest species was measured. The liquid-state 31P NMR spectrum of TMP_ext_CDCl3 (Figure 
4-13a) showed one signal at 3.0 ppm, which was an identical value to that of TMP in CDCl3, 3.0 ppm 
(Figure 4-13b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional characterizations of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 were performed from the viewpoint of 
possible structural changes of aluminosilicate layers of kaolinite. Figure 4-14 shows SEM images of 
Figure 4-12. 31P MAS NMR spectra of (a) TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT and (b) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (spinning 
side bands are marked with asterisks). 
 
 
Figure 4-13. The 31P NMR spectra of (a) TMP_ext_CDCl3 and (b) TMP in CDCl3. 
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kaolinite and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. No notable change in the hexagonal plate-like morphology of kaolinite 
was observed upon the reaction. Figure 4-15 shows 27Al MAS NMR spectra of kaolinite, MeO-Kaol and 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. Broad signals, assignable to octahedrally coordinated Al in AlO2(OH)4 sheets of 
kaolinite36, were observed at around 0 ppm, and the profiles were similar in all the 27Al MAS NMR spectra. 
The Al/Si molar ratio estimated by ICP analysis of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (0.98) was very close to that of 
kaolinite (1.0). The P/Al molar ratio of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 was also estimated to be 0.14 by ICP analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT: Intercalation of TMP between the layers of kaolinite 
The XRD pattern (Figure 4-1b), 29Si CP/MAS NMR spectrum (Figure 4-5c) and IR spectrum in 
the OH stretching region (Figure 4-6c) for TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT reveal the expansion of kaolinite layers 
by the guest species. As concerns the guest species, the signal due to methoxy groups bonded to 
phosphorus in the 13C CP/MS NMR spectrum (Figure 4-8b), and the P-O-C and C-H stretching and C-H 
Figure 4-14. SEM images of (a) Kaolinite and (b) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. 
 
 
Figure 4-15. 27Al MAS NMR spectra of (a) kaolinite, (b) MeO-Kaol and (c) TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. 
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deformation bands in the IR spectra (Figures 4-8c and 4-7c) show the presence of methoxy groups of 
TMP in TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT. The liquid-state 31P NMR spectrum of TMP_ext_CHCl3 (Figure 4-13a) and 
the C/P molar ratio of 3 of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT reveal the guest species in TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT to be the 
TMP molecule. The decrease in the basal spacing from 1.28 to 0.86 nm in the XRD patterns upon washing 
of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT with an excess of ethanol (Figure 4-3a) indicates the reappearance of MeO-Kaol, 
a result showing the instability of the guest species between the layers of kaolinite with respect to 
washing. The mass loss in the temperature range below the TMP boiling point (Figure 4-10b) indicates 
weak interaction between the guest species and kaolinite layers in TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT. This shows good 
consistency with the mass losses of guest species in intercalation compounds of kaolinite in temperature 
ranges below their boiling points in the previous reports.37,38 These results thus clearly indicate 
intercalation of TMP between the layers of MeO-Kaol.  
The gallery height of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT is estimated to be 0.56 nm (= 1.28 nm - 0.72 nm). The 
galley heights with TMP monolayers in the range from 0.49 to 0.66 nm were reported for 
montmorillonite-TMP intercalation compounds.39 It is well-known that the polar molecules form 
monolayers in the asymmetrical interlayer environment of kaolinite.15,40 Thus, since 0.56 nm, the present 
galley height of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT, is in the monolayer range, the presence of TMP monolayers 
between the layers of kaolinite is confirmed.  
The P-O-C stretching band of TMP at 1187 cm-1 was scarcely shifted in either the TMP-solvent 
systems or the surface modification of hematite, magnetite and goethite using TMP.24-25 By contrast, the 
P=O stretching band of TMP at 1269 cm-1 shifted to a lower wavenumber by 1-37 cm-1 due to hydrogen 
bond formation between the P=O groups and solvents.24-25 In the present study, the band at 1240 cm-1 in 
the IR spectrum of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (Figure 4-8c) is thus assignable to the P=O stretching band of 
TMP, and was shifted by 29 cm-1 from the P=O stretching band of TMP at 1269 cm-1 in the spectrum of 
TMP (Figure 4-7e). In the IR spectrum in the OH stretching region of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (Figure 4-5c), 
on the other hand, the additional band at 3598 cm-1 is assignable to hydrogen-bonded inter-layer 
aluminols. Since hydrogen bond formation between interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite and P=O 
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groups of triethylphosphine oxide was revealed in chapter 2, hydrogen bond formation between the 
inter-layer aluminols of kaolinite and the P=O groups of TMP is also considered likely.  
In the 31P NMR study of TMP-solvent systems, no correlation was observed between the 31P 
chemical shifts and acceptor numbers of solvents.26 In the present study, the 31P MAS NMR signal at 0.8 
ppm of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (Figure 4-12a) was located upfield from the 31P NMR signals of TMP in 
solvents within the range from 4.3 to 1.9. Based on observations of the kaolinite-TEPO intercalation 
compound in chapter 2, the value in the present study could be slightly affected by confinement by 
kaolinite layers.  
 
TMP/MeO-Kaol_150: Interlayer grafting of kaolinite using TMP 
The XRD pattern (Figure 4-1c), 29Si CP/MAS NMR spectrum (Figure 4-5d) and IR spectra in the 
OH stretching regions (Figure 4-6d) reveal expansion of the kaolinite layers in TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 by 
the guest species. The galley height of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 is estimated to be 0.40 nm (= 1.12 nm -0.72 
nm), which is lower than the galley height of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT, 0.56 nm. With respect to the guest 
species, the presence of one signal at 57 ppm due to methoxy groups in the 13C CP/MS spectrum (Figure 
4-9c) and P-O-C and C-H stretching bands as well as C-H deformation bands in the IR spectra (Figures 
4-8d and 4-7d) show the presence of methoxy groups that originated from TMP moieties. The lack of 
detectable changes in the basal spacing of 1.12 nm in the XRD patterns upon washing of TMP/MeO-
Kaol_150 with an excess of ethanol and water (Figures 4-3b and c) indicates the stability of TMP moieties 
between the layers of kaolinite upon washing. The mass loss in the temperature range higher than the 
TMP boiling point in the TG curve (Figure 4-10c) suggests a strong interaction between the TMP moieties 
and kaolinite layers. 
As for the environment around the phosphorus atoms, the molar ratio of the POH groups to 
the inner-layer aluminol groups of kaolinite (POH/inner-layer AlOH) is estimated to be approximately 
0.085, based on the signals from the 1H signal integrals of the inner-layer aluminol groups of kaolinite 
and the POH groups. Based on the P/Al molar ratio of 0.14 and the chemical composition of kaolinite 
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(Al2Si2O5(OH)4) with one inner-layer aluminol group and three inter-layer aluminol groups per Al2Si2O5, on 
the other hand, the molar ratio of phosphorous atoms to the inner-layer aluminol groups of kaolinite 
(P/inner-layer AlOH) is estimated to be approximately 0.28. The molar ratio of the POH groups to 
phosphorus atoms in TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (POH/P) is estimated to be approximately 0.30 (= 
0.085/0.28), using the POH/inner-layer AlOH ratio of 0.085 and the P/inner-layer AlOH ratio of 0.28. In 
consideration of the C/P molar ratio of 1.7 of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 and the absence of methoxy groups 
grafted onto kaolinite (Figure 4-8c), the molar ratio of the combined amount of the POH and of methoxy 
groups in the TMP moieties to the total phosphorus atoms in TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 ((POH + P(O)(CH3))/P) 
is estimated at approximately 2.0 (= 0.30 + 1.7). Based on compositional estimations, the contraction of 
basal spacing from 1.28 to 1.12 nm and the high stability of guest species between layers of kaolinite (as 
shown by TG and the species’ resistance to washing) could be interpreted based on a grafting reaction 
between TMP and the interlayer aluminol of MeO-Kaol, with consideration that when one ester bond in 
TMP was replaced with one Al-O-P bond, the C/P ratio should be 2.0. The observed C/P value of 1.7, 
which is slightly lower than 2.0, and the presence of 0.30 POH per one phosphorus indicate that the 
grafted species are actually a mixture of Al-O-P(O)(OCH3)2 and Al-O-P(O)(OCH3)(OH). In consideration 
of the values of P(OCH3)/P (1.7), POH/P (0.30) and P/Al (0.14), the molar ratios of P(O)(OCH3)2 and 
P(O)(OCH3)(OH) to Al2Si2O5 in kaolinite layers (P(O)(OCH3)2/Al2Si2O5 and P(O)(OCH3)(OH)/Al2Si2O5 are 
estimated at 0.20 and 0.084, respectively. In addition, since the number of aluminol groups in kaolinite 
decreased upon grafting reaction, the amount of interlayer aluminol groups per Al2Si2O5 in TMP/MeO-
Kaol_150 (interlayer AlOH/Al2Si2O5) is estimated at 2.72 based on the chemical composition of kaolinite 
(Al2Si2O5(OH)4) and the Al/P ratio of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150, 0.14 (2.72 = 3.00 - 0.14 × 2). Based on the 
values of P(O)(OCH3)(OH)/Al2Si2O5 (0.080) and interlayer AlOH/Al2Si2O5 (2.72) in TMP/MeO-Kaol_150, 
the molar ratio of POH groups to interlayer aluminol groups of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 is estimated at 0.031. 
The amount of POH groups is thus small compared with that of aluminol groups of kaolinite, a result that 
could account for the fact that no POH stretching band was confirmed in the IR spectrum of TMP/MeO-
Kaol_150 (Figure 4-6d). 
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In the IR spectrum in the OH stretching region of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figure 4-6d), compared 
with the spectrum of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (Figure 4-6c), the relative intensity of the band at 3598 cm-1 
with respect to that of the band at 3620 cm-1 was decreased. Since the amount of reacted interlayer 
aluminol groups was limited and a portion of kaolinite was unreacted, it is reasonable to assume that the 
modification of the IR spectrum in the OH stretching region was not significant. In addition, a shoulder 
assignable to hydrogen-bonded inter-layer aluminols appeared at around 3600 cm-1. In the IR spectrum 
of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 in the 1400-800 cm-1 region (Figure 4-8d), meanwhile, compared with the 
spectrum of TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT (Figure 4-8c), the shifted P=O stretching band at 1240 cm-1 disappeared 
and a shoulder appeared at 1220 cm-1. The shoulder at 1220 cm-1 is thus assignable to the P=O stretching 
band of TMP moieties. These results indicate hydrogen bonding formation between interlayer aluminol 
groups of kaolinite and P=O groups of TMP moieties in TMP/MeO-Kaol_150. 
Two 31P MAS NMR signals were observed at 3.6 and 1.4 ppm in the spectrum of TMP/MeO-
Kaol_150 (Figure 4-12b), a result consistent with the conclusion that the grafted species were a mixture 
of Al-O-P(O)(OCH3)2 and Al-O-P(O)(OCH3)(OH). In the previous reports, the 31P NMR signal of 
dimethylhydrogen phosphate (DMP) at 3.7 ppm was shifted upfield to 1.7 ppm upon the hydrolysis of one 
methoxy groups in DMP to form monomethyldihydrogen phosphate (MMP).41-43 The 3.6 and 1.4 ppm 
signals are therefore tentatively assigned to Al-O-P(O)(OCH3)2 and Al-O-P(O)(OCH3)(OH), respectively. 
In the previous report, the reaction between kaolinite and TMP at 100 C in air resulted in the 
decomposition of kaolinite and the recrystallization of a new phase that exhibited a diffraction line with 
a d value of 0.884 nm in the XRD pattern and rod-like particles in the SEM image.13 By contrast, no 
diffraction line with a d value of 0.884 nm and a rod-like morphology were observed in the XRD pattern 
and the SEM image of TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 (Figures 4-1c and 4-14b), respectively. The preservation of 
the kaolinite structure in TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 is demonstrated by taking the unchanged (060) reflections 
at the same 2θ in the XRD patterns (Figure 4-4), the 27Al MAS NMR spectra (Figure 4-15) and the very 
similar Al/Si molar ratios between kaolinite and TMP/MeO-Kaol_150 into consideration. This is most likely 
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due to the fact that the present reaction was conducted under a nitrogen atmosphere to control the 
amount of water. 
 All the results and discussion presented above clearly indicate that the interlayer grafting of 
MeO-Kaol using TMP proceeded at 150 C under a nitrogen atmosphere via the intercalation of TMP 
between the layers of MeO-Kaol. TMP moieties were covalently bound to the interlayer surfaces of 
kaolinite, where two local structures, Al-O-P(O)(OCH3)2 and Al-O-P(O)(OCH3)(OH), were present 
(Scheme 4-2). In addition, the P=O groups of TMP moieties were likely to have faced the interlayer 
aluminol surfaces of kaolinite to form hydrogen bonding.  
Two possible reaction mechanisms are discussed. One is the hydrolyses of one or two 
methoxy groups in TMP to form POH groups and the subsequent condensation between one POH group 
and an interlayer aluminol group.  
-POCH3 + H2O → -POH + CH3OH  (4-3.1) 
-AlOH + -POH → -Al-O-P- + H2O  (4-3.2) 
It has been reported that MeO-Kaol contained intercalated water molecules18, and the presence of the 
bands at 3540-3550 cm-1 in MeO-Kaol and TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT strongly suggests the presence of water 
molecules between the layers of MeO-Kaol and TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT. TMP was thus hydrolyzed at 
elevated temperatures, and protons provided from POH groups formed at an early stage could promote 
hydrolysis. The hydrolysis of Al-O-C bonds of surface methoxy groups in MeO-Kaol can be explained in 
a similar fashion.  
-AlOCH3 + H2O → -AlOH +CH3OH  (4-3.3) 
The other possibility is the direct condensation reactions occurring between methoxy groups 
in TMP and the interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite, since direct condensation involving ethoxy groups 
in diethylphenylphosphate and surface aluminol was proposed for surface modification of alumina by 
diethylphenylphosphonate, PhP(O)(OEt)2.12 
 -AlOH + POCH3 → -Al-O-P- + CH3OH (4-3.4) 
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This mechanism was proposed to involve coordination of P=O groups of diethylphenylphosphate to 
Lewis acid sites on alumina surfaces.12 Hydrolysis of methoxy groups present in TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT to 
form the POH groups and the surface methoxy groups on kaolinite layers could have occurred before 
and/or after condensation reactions. This mechanism is rather unlikely, however, since no interaction 
between Lewis acid sites on the interlayer surfaces of kaolinite and P=O groups was observed in the 
kaolinite-TEPO intercalation compound in chapter 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4-4. Summary 
Chapter 4 has demonstrated the intercalation of TMP into MeO-Kaol and its subsequent 
grafting reaction onto kaolinite layers. The intercalation of TMP was achieved by dispersing MeO-Kaol 
in TMP at room temperature. The basal spacing was increased from 0.86 to 1.28 nm, and the presence 
of TMP was demonstrated by various analytical results, including a C/P ratio of 3 and the 31P NMR 
spectrum of the extracted species. TMP was stabilized between the layers by forming hydrogen bonds 
between the P=O groups and interlayer aluminols, as revealed by IR spectroscopy. Since the interaction 
was rather weak, TMP was not stable upon heating up to its boiling point or washing with ethanol. The 
heating of the intercalation compound, TMP/MeO-Kaol_RT, at 150 C led to a decrease in the basal 
spacing to 1.12 nm. The grafting reaction was demonstrated by a decrease in the C/P molar ration to 1.7, 
improved thermal stability shown by TG, and stability upon washing with ethanol and water. The deviation 
of the observed C/P ratio, 1.7, from the ideal C/P ratio for the replacement of one P-O-C bond with one 
P-O-Al bond, 2.0, is explained by the presence of two local structures, Al-O-P(O)(OCH3)2 and Al-O-
Scheme 4-2. Local structure models of TMP moieties. 
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P(O)(OCH3)(OH), as shown by solid-state 1H and 31P MAS NMR. The structure of the kaolinite layers was 
preserved upon the grafting reaction with TMP to yield TMP/MeO-Kaol_150, as revealed by several 
analytical results, including the very similar Si/Al molar ratios and the preservation of the morphology 
before and after the grafting reaction. The present results demonstrate that organophosphorus 
compounds bearing P=O groups and P-O-C bonds with no POH groups such as phosphoric acid triesters 
and organophosphonic acid diesters can be suitable molecules for achieving intercalation and interlayer 
grafting reactions of kaolinite sequentially upon proper use of the interactions with the interlayer aluminol 
groups of kaolinite with P=O groups and the reactivity of P-O-C groups. A strategy of this type can 
provide a variety of organically-modified kaolinites with various functionalities, including the reactivity of 
P-O-R groups. With exfoliation2, moreover, such organically-modified kaolinite derivatives could provide 
another type of precisely-modified Janus nanosheets with potential  applications involving Janus 
platelets derived from kaolinite particles44-46 and Janus nanosheets.47-48 
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Conclusions 
 This thesis describes intercalation and interlayer grafting of kaolinite using 
organophosphorus compounds; these reactions can contribute to elucidate properties of interlayer 
surfaces of kaolinite, to develop intercalation chemistry of kaolinite and to form the surface-modified 
kaolinite derivatives which exhibit higher stability toward hydrolysis, heat treatment and dispersing in 
solvents. This chapter summarizes findings obtained in this thesis. Future perspective of this thesis is 
also described in this chapter. 
Chapter 2 describes the 31P MAS NMR study of interlayer aluminol surfaces of kaolinite probed 
with an interlayer triethylphosphine oxide (TEPO) monolayer. TEPO monolayers were clearly 
intercalated between the layers of kaolinite using MeO-Kaol as an intermediate. The P=O groups of 
TEPO were hydrogen-bonded to the interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite. The narrow 31P MAS NMR 
signals (presented in the range of 55-53 ppm) were moreover located downfield from the position of 
physisorbed TEPO (50 ppm). Thus, the weak solid acidity of the interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite 
was revealed. 
Chapter 3 describes the preparation of a kaolinite-tetrabutylphosphonium bromide 
intercalation compound (denoted as Kaol-TBPBr) and the comparison with a kaolinite-
tetrabutylammonium bromide intercalation compound (denoted as Kaol-TBABr) with respect to stability 
toward heat and solvent treatments. Kaol-TBPBr exhibited higher thermal stability as compared to that 
of Kaol-TBABr. Kaol-TBPBr was moreover more stable toward solvent treatment, refluxing in methanol, 
acetone, toluene and ethanol, than that of Kaol-TBABr.  
Chapter 4 describes interlayer grafting of kaolinite using trimethylphosphate (TMP) without 
decomposition of kaolinite layers. Following the intercalation of TMP between the layers of using MeO-
Kaol, the interlayer grafting was clearly achieved upon the reaction occurring between MeO-Kaol and 
TMP at 150 C under nitrogen atmosphere. 
Advantage of 1:1-type structure of kaolinite is the presence of hydroxyl groups on their 
interlayer aluminol surfaces, which largely differ from interlayer surfaces of 2:1-type structure of layered 
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clay minerals. Interlayer grafting of kaolinite is thus a grateful advantage. Reactivity on the interlayer 
aluminol surfaces of kaolinite is therefore worth investigating. When pyridine, a typical prove molecule 
to investigate solid acidity, was intercalated between the layers of kaolinite, pyridine cannot be employed 
as a probe of acid sites of kaolinite.1 By contrast, the finding in Chapter 2 clearly reveals that interlayer 
aluminol groups of kaolinite possess the weak solid acidity. This finding can contribute to elucidation of 
reactivity with interlayer aluminol surfaces of kaolinite with respect to interlayer grafting involving 
interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite and appropriate coupling agents.  
Intermediates are necessary for the interlayer grafting of kaolinite in order to access organic 
molecules to the interlayer aluminol groups, because interlayer grafting of kaolinite requires rather 
high temperature.2-4 The stable intermediates at high temperature and reflux conditions are therefore 
desirable. The finding in Chapter 3 indicates the organophosphonium salt, tetrabutylphosphonium 
bromide, is a useful guest for preparing a relatively stable intercalation compound of kaolinite, and the 
comparison with an intercalation compound with organoammonium salt, tetrabutylammonium bromide, 
which has been widely used for intercalation chemistry of layered inorganic solids. It is therefore 
demonstrated that phosphonium salts-based intercalation compounds of kaolinite could be useful 
intermediates for further reactions such as interlayer grafting of kaolinite.  
The finding in Chapter 4 resolves the previous problem of interlayer grafting of kaolinite; the 
previous reports described decomposition of kaolinite by acidity provided by POH groups in 
phosphorus coupling agents5 and in hydrolysis products of phosphoric acid triesters6 based on their 
strong acidity. The finding in Chapter 4 is successful interlayer grafting of kaolinite using the 
interactions with the interlayer aluminol groups of kaolinite with P=O groups and the reactivity of P-O-C 
groups. It is therefore suggested that other phosphoric acid triesters6 and organophosphonic acid 
diesters7,8 can be useful molecules for interlayer grafting of kaolinite that form variety of the surface-
modified kaolinite derivatives. This finding is largely contributed to achieve the purpose of this thesis. 
Based on these findings described above, it is expected that a variety of the surface-modified 
kaolinite organic derivatives, could be prepared by interlayer grafting of kaolinite using phosphorus 
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coupling agents, with high stabilities and with various functionalities, using organophosphonium salts for 
formation of the stable intercalation compounds of kaolinite which expected to be an intermediate for 
interlayer grafting. 
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